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   Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

1.1 Empirical Puzzle and Hypothesis 

 

This study assesses how the GCC Diplomatic Crisis has shaped the nature and expression of               

nationalism in Qatar on both state and societal levels. This analysis of the causes and               

consequences of intensified nationalist feelings among Qataris will focus on the popular            

glorification of the Emir as an embodiment of Qatari nationalism. How, this project asks, do               

pre-existing social affiliations intersect with, contradict, or reinforce the re-invigorated sense of            

loyalty to key figures in the Al Thani family (and Sheikh Tamim and his ruling inner circle in                  

particular)? Following the literature review and methodological section, the question is explored            

in three substantive chapters. 

This study, then, aims to assess how the ongoing blockade has shaped the nature and               

expression of nationalism in Qatar on both state and societal levels. This analysis of the causes                

and consequences of intensified nationalist feelings among Qataris will focus on the popular             

glorification of the Emir as an embodiment of Qatari nationalism. How, this project asks, do               

pre-existing social structures intersect with, contradict, or reinforce the re-invigorated sense of            

loyalty to key figures in the Al Thani family (and Sheikh Tamim and his ruling inner circle in                  



particular)? And how does the new nature of Qatari nationalism intersect with other social              

dynamics, with particular reference to tribalism and gender? 

The study’s hypothesis is that Qatari nationalism has become significantly more           

pronounced after the blockade, and that Qatari nationalism now overwhelms pre-existing forms            

of identity such as kinship and tribal bonds.  

To explore this, the first chapter describes the nature of Qatari nationalism and how it has                

developed since the blockade, with a particular emphasis on showing how Qatari nationalism             

closely overlaps with and is often indistinguishable from royalism and loyalty to the ruling              

family. This includes an examination of songs, artwork, popular slogans, and other such             

politically-charged cultural expressions which connote loyalty and dedication to the Al Thani            

ruling elite.  

The second chapter focuses more narrowly on the shift in loyalty which Qatari citizens              

have demonstrated away from their collective khaleeji (Persian Gulf) or tribal identities in favor              

of a Qatar-centric outlook.  

Finally, the third chapter examines the gendered expressions of Qatari nationalism by            

looking at the patriarchal and religious undertones which shape the extent to which men and               

women are allowed to publicly express such nationalist and social affiliations based on             

communal perceptions of what is socially and religiously permissible.  

The following more detailed hypotheses are put forward in accordance with the findings             

of each chapter: 

1. There have been increased cultural expressions of Qatari nationalism since the blockade, 

which demonstrates:  



a. a perceived need from both citizens and the state to emphasize Qatar’s security, 

sovereignty, and national strength during the ongoing boycott; 

b. that the inner circle of the ruling family, and Sheikh Tamim in particular, are used 

as symbols which embody Qatari nationalism and loyalty to the country. As a 

result, there is more often than not a conflation between nationalism and royalism. 

2. The expression of this aforementioned nationalism takes precedence over previously 

existing social affiliations, including tribal affiliations and a khaleeji (Persian Gulf) 

identity. 

3. The expression of Qatari nationalism varies between men and women, and women are 

less likely to perform their nationalism in public spaces based on social and religious 

perceptions of what is ‘eib (shameful) or sexually immoral feminine behavior. 

Below, I first offer some of the historical background that is necessary to contextualize the               

socio-political dynamics characterizing the evolving Qatari polity, before providing a sketch of            

contemporary state-society relations. It is against that background that the remainder of the thesis              

will then go on to examine the nature and extent of any changes that have ensued as a result of                    

the Qatar Boycott. 

 

1.2 Qatari Tribal Rule after Independence 

The Al Thani tribe’s rise to power parallels the creation of an independent Qatar and came as a 

result of British and Ottoman imperial policies: the two entities are inextricably linked. The 

British designation of the Al Thanis as monarchs of Qatar was by no means assured as there 



were other families with greater connections, power, and/or longevity in the region.  Muhammad 1

bin Thani was able to politically maneuver himself in relation to the British in order to achieve a 

position as a first among equals. Sheikh Mohammed was part of the  the Al Ahmad faction of the 

Al Thani tribe, and the Al Hamad faction took power as (in 1972) the ruling tribal faction in 

Qatar when Sheikh Khalifa overthrew his cousin, the ruling Emir Sheikh Hamad Al-Ahmad 

Al-Thani, and asserted himself as the ruling Emir.  This rivalry within the Al Thani tribe 2

stemmed from disagreements between the Al-Hamad and Al-Ahmad factions of the Al-Thani 

tribe as Sheikh Ahmed Bin Ali Al-Thani (from the Al-Ahmad faction of the Al-Thani family) 

intended to make Qatar one of the emirates under the rule of the UAE, while the Al-Hamad 

faction strongly supported the independence and sovereignty of Qatar as an independent Arab 

state.  This position as the ruling monarchs of the Al-Thani tribe (and subsequently, as rules of 3

Qatar) is a position which Sheikh Khalifa’s descendants have since asserted in their continuation 

of the modern day Qatari nation-state. As such, in the Qatari case, both regime and state are 

closely intertwined and even synonymous, which is why the use of support for either the regime 

or the state (or performances of nationalistic support for either entity) can be considered as a 

single variable to demonstrate the rise of Qatari nationalist sentiments since the boycott began. 

This allows for a better understanding of which political ideas and regimes Qataris in particular 

are supporting by showing support to the current ruling Al Hamad faction and the crucial 

1 Crystal, Jill. 1995. Oil and politics in the Gulf: rulers and merchants in Kuwait and Qatar. 
Cambridge [England]: Cambridge University Press; Allen Fromherz, Qatar: A Modern History 
(Washington D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 2012). 
2  Rosemarie Said Zahlan.  The Making of the Modern Gulf States:  Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the 
United Arab Emirates and Oman.  Revised edition.  Reading:  Ithaca Press, 1998.; Mehran 
Kamrava. "Royal Factionalism and Political Liberalization in Qatar." The Middle East Journal 
63(2009): 401-420. 
3  "Qatar PM seizes power from cousin". Ottawa Citizen. Beirut. AP. 23 February 1972.  



differences between each faction of the Al Thani family: in understanding expressions of support 

for Sheikh Tamim’s ruling inner circle and ruling faction of the Al Thani family, it is important 

to know that this tribal faction specifically has played a central role in ensuring Qatar’s 

independence from its neighboring Gulf states (a prominent sentiment expressed by Qataris 

when showing support for the Al-Thanis today after the boycott as state sovereignty and 

politically independent will is seen as a central issue for Qataris after the blockade - as I will 

show later in this thesis). 

 

1.3 State-Society Relations in Qatar 

 

To understand the present nature of state-society relations in Qatar and how citizens’ tribal and 

kinship bonds have changed over time, it is first crucial to understand the nature and dynamic of 

tribal dynamics of Qatar and how these social groups operate. Tribalism as a form of social 

organization was described by Lewis Henry Morgan as a system where social groups are 

delineated by name, dialect, and lineage which constitutes a distinct sub-group.  The logic of this 4

tribal form of organization is that tribes each perpetuate a shared sense of belonging based on 

shared ancestry and kinship, allowing individuals to place themselves in the context of a wider 

social group based on a shared lineage. Similarly, there are other terms within cultural 

anthropology such as “clan” which carry similar meanings to Morgan’s definition of a tribe; for 

instance, Hugh Chisholm defined clans as social groups unified into social (and perhaps 

political) groups based on perceived common ancestry and kinship. Anthropologists such as 

4 Morgan, Lewis H. “Ancient Society,” (London: MacMillan & Company, 1877).  



Morton Fried later argued that the boundaries between "tribes" were relatively more flexible, and 

as well as kinship were more likely to be determined by class, occupation, living situation (for 

example, nomadic pastoralist versus a sedentary farmer).  Thus, this study opts to describe social 5

groups in the Gulf which are organized by way of kinship as tribes for two reasons. First, when 

translated between English and Arabic, “tribe” more closely corresponds with the Arabic 

definition of the word than other works or phrases such as “kinship,” “lineage,” or “clan.” 

Second, tribes in Qatar have historically distinguished themselves as nomadic or urban based on 

their ancestral occupation and patterns of movement within the country; traditionally Bedouin 

nomadic tribes lived in semi-permanent settlements moving with their herds across vast areas of 

arid land in search of grazing areas depending on the season. In Qatar, tribalism is an inherently 

stratified system as there is a hierarchy of tribes; the Al Thanis are by far the most powerful 

family and tribe in Qatar, as the ruling family and the family which holds the greatest number of 

executive and ministerial positions in the country relative to other families.  6

 

5 Fried, Morton H. “The Notion of the Tribe,” (Menlo Park, California: Cummins Publishing 
Co., 1975); Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). "Clan". Encyclopædia Britannica. 6 (11th ed.). 
Cambridge University Press. pp. 419–421. 
6 Snoj, Jure “A guide to the most powerful families in Qatar,” Priya Dsouza Communications 
(February 24th, 2017). 



 

Graph depicting the number of ministerial positions held by the most powerful families in Qatar 

from 1972-2017.  7

 

The nature of state-society relations in the Gulf, with particular reference to Qatar, has 

undergone a series of changes which have transformed the country from the tribal sheikhdom it 

had once been in the early 1900s to the economically prosperous rentier state it has developed 

into today. Prior to the discovery of oil in the mid-1900s, pearling was the central component of 

the Qatari economy. The primary means of production were concentrated within the hands of the 

social elites, namely affluent merchants and the sheikhs to whom they paid taxes on their 

pearling boats. In turn, each boat was under the ownership of a merchant (tawwash) and the 

command of a captain (nokhudah) who directed a team of divers (ghawas). The captains and the 

merchants to whom they answered occupied a higher and much smaller dominant class within 

Gulf societies.  As a result, there was considerable economic and social stratification within the 8

7 Ibid. 
8 Al-Rumaihi, Mohammed, ‘The Mode of Production before Oil’, in Tim Niblock (ed.), Social 
and economic development of the Arab Gulf States (Croom Helm, 1980), p. 51.  



pearling industry itself as the divers were only entitled to a small share of profits and were 

beholden to their captains, often as slaves. This created a hierarchy in which divers effectively 

“mortgaged their lives and livelihood” to the industry; because they were paid in shares of profits 

and not in wages, their earnings depended on seasonal harvests and weather conditions.  9

These social structures remained as such until the decline of the pearling industry in the 

late 1920s and early 1930s, at which point the socioeconomic hardships of the lower classes were 

further exacerbated.  By the 1930s, pearl fishing in the Persian Gulf was in terminal decline and 10

little to no people were still employed in the pearling industries of countries throughout the Gulf 

(particularly Bahrain and Kuwait), and many people were left without any means of sustaining 

themselves.  As captains went bankrupt and were forced to hand over land and property 11

ownership to the merchant class, the slaves who staffed the ships fell further into debt. 

Merchants managed to not only avoid debt but to generate even more wealth through their 

newfound land despite the widespread economic misfortune, in turn creating even greater 

economic and income disparities between the merchant class and the remainder of Gulf society 

in the 1930s. Thus, we see that by the time of the pearling industry’s total collapse directly prior 

to the discovery of oil and gas in Qatar, merchants were able to solidify their place as a dominant 

and economically influential class in Gulf societies as a result of growing wealth differences 

between themselves and lower classes. In turn, the importance of the merchant class to the 

stability of the local sheikh’s rule was emphasized as the merchants were a vital resource for 

financial, social, and political capital.  12

9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid.  
11 Ibid. 
12 Onley, James & Sulayman Khalaf, ‘Shaikhly Authority in the Pre-Oil Gulf’, History and 
Anthropology, 17.3, September 2006), pp. 189-208.  



In contemporary Qatari state-society relations, economic development continues to work 

as a factor of social relations and hierarchies. As opposed to restructuring state-society relations, 

the discovery of oil has created a continuity of pre-oil social relations in which tribes of merchant 

origin continue to occupy a central place in Qatar’s politics.  When comparing Qatari society 13

today to Qatari society before the discovery of oil and gas, the most obvious difference is the 

greater subtlety of merchant families’ role in politics.  At the height of the pearling industry, 14

merchant families exercised overt political and social authority as a direct result of the local 

sheikhs’ dependence on their wealth. From the discovery of oil in the 1950s onwards, the 

herculean growth of the hydrocarbon industry in Qatar has spurred unprecedented rates of 

economic development, social change, and high rates of immigration.  

Henceforth, as Qatar transformed from a tribal sheikhdom to a country under the 

consolidated rule of a single tribe, ensuring the loyalty of various tribes has been a central 

concern of the Al Thani ruling family. At this stage, Qatar began to develop a rentier dynamic 

which characterised the relationship between state and society. Rather than pearling revenues, 

traditionally merchant tribes (such as Al Fardan, Darwish, Al Mana and Al Jaidah) began to 

acquire economic leverage because of their oil wealth through the distributional mechanisms 

introduced by emirs in the mid-1900s, creating centers of power intended to prevent political 

ramifications “beyond the rulers’ original intentions” due to a “possibly disloyal bureaucracy” 

emerging from this oil wealth. After the discovery of oil and gas, merchant families had largely 

withdrawn from politics and “renounced their historical claim to participate in decision making” 

13 Crystal, Jill. “Coalitions in Oil Monarchies: Kuwait and Qatar.” Comparative Politics , vol. 21, 
no. 4, 1989, pp. 427–443.  
14 Ibid.  



due to the affluence they traditionally lent their rulers.  This has been the result of a more “tacit 15

deal” in which merchant families have traded their political authority for greater wealth by 

receiving greater shares of national oil revenues.  Merchant families exercised more discrete 16

political influence in contemporary Qatari society but continued to enjoy a greater 

socioeconomically privileged societal status thanks to their historical ties with ruling classes.  17

Therefore, one sees that the social and economic influence of the contemporary parallels of the 

traditional merchant class has remained largely the same throughout the 1900s and up until the 

modern day in two main regards. Firstly, the traditionally merchant families continue to hold 

considerable monetary and economic wealth (despite a change in the source of this wealth from 

pearling to hydrocarbon revenues), and secondly, merchant families continue to use this wealth 

as a means of reinforcing their social authority and generating economic profit which further 

reinforces their socioeconomic authority in Qatari society. 

For the Al Thani family, the consolidation of authority and ensuring their monopoly on 

state power and governance has, to a large extent, always been at odds with the tribal identities 

throughout the Gulf and within Qatar. The Al Thanis have sought to incentivize particular tribes 

and families (such as Al Fardan, Darwish, Al Mana and Al Jaidah) to guarantee their loyalty to 

the Al Thani rulers vis-a-vis the rentier dynamic and aforementioned patronage. In this regard, an 

important aspect of state-society relations in Qatar has always been the attempt to reconcile (or 

rather, ensure the precedence of) loyalty to the ruling family with tribal affiliations, and has been 

defined by an asymmetrical relationship in which the state takes great steps to ensure the loyalty 

of its citizens.  

15 Ibid.  
16 Ibid.  
17 Ibid.  



 

1.4 Qatar in the Present 

 A marked shift in the nature of state-society relations in Qatar occurred most recently in June 

2017, when the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE issued 

statements announcing their severance of diplomatic relations with Qatar and banned Qatari 

airplanes and ships from entering their airspace and sea routes, subsequently halting all trade 

links.  This ongoing diplomatic row is commonly referred to as the “blockade” or “crisis” 18

within Qatar, particularly by politicians and high-ranking government officials.  19

 

18 Al Jazeera, “Qatar-Gulf crisis: Your questions answered,” Al Jazeera Media Network, 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/qatar-gulf-crisis-questions-answered-17060
6103033599.html (accessed 9th October, 2019).  
19 Gulf News, “It’s a boycott, not a blockade,” Gulf News, 
https://gulfnews.com/opinion/editorials/its-a-boycott-not-a-blockade-1.2043769, (accessed 9th 
October, 2019).  

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/qatar-gulf-crisis-questions-answered-170606103033599.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/qatar-gulf-crisis-questions-answered-170606103033599.html
https://gulfnews.com/opinion/editorials/its-a-boycott-not-a-blockade-1.2043769


Map depicting the Persian Gulf countries, and plane routes taken by Qatar Airways through 

Qatari air-spaces before and during the ongoing boycott  20

 

Prior to this, the state of Qatar and its citizens could associate with other Gulf countries 

through pre-existing tribal and family ties which spanned across the Gulf, or through formally 

established economic and political relations between the Gulf Cooperation Council states. 

However, popular discourses within Qatar since June 2017 suggest that there has been a sharp 

rise in nationalist sentiments and a stronger dedication to the ruling family within the country. 

News reports, popular discourses, and anecdotal evidence from within the country suggest a 

spike in nationalism and loyalty to the royal family, therefore representing a shift in Qatari 

state-society relations, whereby the consolidation of the Al Thani family’s authority is now 

perpetuated by factors other than the patronage networks established between citizens and the 

state. Rather, the political conditions of the GCC seem to have refocused the attention of Qatari 

nationals from domestic to regional (and even international) factors which have subsequently 

impacted the nature of state-society relations. It is this which this thesis sets out to explore in 

greater depth, and the evidence gathered in this thesis does indeed present corroboration of this 

initial observation as well as several of the aforementioned sub-hypotheses. 

 

 

 

20 Al Jazeera, “Qatar-Gulf crisis: Your questions answered.” 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2  

Literature Review & Methodology 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This project engages with several main areas of literature, all of which relate to the nature and                 

expression of nationalism and communal belonging, particularly in the context of small states.             

While some areas of the literature review address the broader, more common themes in political               

science literature which relate to this study (such as the use of soft power by small states), other                  

sections of the literature review relate more directly to Qatar and how it has responded to the                 

blockade. This means that the works surveyed here under each section. Additionally, the sections              

of each body of literature are organized such that they relate more specifically to the substantive                

chapters (for example, the section on gendered nationalism ties directly to the third substantie              

chapter by providing a theoretical framework needed to understand the reasons for gendered             

nationalist expressions in Qatar). This use of the existing literature is supplemented by the              

fieldwork and semi-structured interview questions pertaining to each chapter. While the project            

engages primarily with academic sources such as journal articles, books, published reports, and             

other scholarly work, some non-academic sources such as news articles serve as useful accounts              

of the boycott from countries on both sides of the dispute. 



 

2.1.1 Small States, Soft Power, and Security 

This study examines literature on the use of soft power and security issues of small states as a                  

means of understanding how and why Qatari nationalist sentiment has developed as it has since               

the blockade as a result of immediate security threats, and how the perceived and quantifiable               

“smallness” of Qatar changes the dynamic between Qatar and the neighboring countries in its              

regional security complex. Additionally, this section of the literature review emphasizes how soft             

power has been a crucial tool in Qatar’s ability to achieve its domestic and foreign policy                

security goals. Since the discovery of hydrocarbon resources and the development of a rentier              

state-society dynamic in the Persian Gulf, the ability to “brand” and curate a national identity as                

a means of creating a coherent national brand has been greatly aided by Qatar’s use of soft power                  

within the country such as cultural, linguistic, and artistic expressions.  

In his book The Future of Power, Joseph Nye distinguishes between “hard power” and              

“soft power.” The former is characterized by military force and other similarly aggressive forms              

of coercion, including threats and financial inducement, while the latter refers to the ability to               

attract and co-opt other stakeholders in international relations through non-coercive means.           21

This project will contribute to an existing body of research on how small states respond to                

security threats and crises by using the work of previous scholars as a theoretical framework.               

This includes the work of Wiberg, who argues that the livelihood of a state may be threatened by                  

other factors than military ones and that responses to threats are not limited to just the state level.                 

Similarly, he posits that there are many different kinds of instruments that can be used in                 22

21 Nye, Joseph S. “The Future of Power,” (New York: PublicAffairs, 2011).  
22 Wiberg, Hakan (1987). The Security of Small Nations: Challenges and Defences,  Journal of 
Peace Research, vol. 24, issue 4, pp. 339-363. 



response to threats, and a state and its population can employ forms of military defense,               

economic defense, social defense, and cultural defense. This project builds on Wiberg’s work             23

by employing his theory to examine the social and cultural defenses employed by the Qatari               

society and state, specifically through increased expressions of nationalism in the face of             

perceived threats to sovereignty and territorial integrity. Because Wiberg argues that the methods             

employed to ensure the national security of small states can be analyzed without narrowly              

focusing on state measures and military threats, it aligns with this project’s focus on how Qatari                

state and non-state actors tackle a range of security concerns through various means. This              24

project also builds on Vaicekauskaitė’s work, which argues that depending on domestic and             

international conditions, small states choose policies that best reflect their needs and help to              

achieve favorable foreign-policy goals. In the context of this study, this theory will be applied               25

to understand how Qatar has used its domestic conditions to foster greater nationalist sentiments              

and loyalty to the ruling family, in order to ensure the country’s foreign and domestic policy                

objectives of sovereignty and internal cohesion. 

The study also fills a gap in the literature regarding the motivating factors behind Qatar’s               

use of soft power and the aims which this soft power projection seeks to fulfill. By and large,                  

scholars including Kamrava tend to focus on Qatar’s active “diplomatic profile” as a projection              

of the country’s soft power, which it uses as a form of “branding” and to garner increased                 

visibility in “commercial and diplomatic arenas.” A notable example of this is Qatar’s tendency              26

23 Ibid.  
24 Ibid.  
25 Vaicekauskaitė, Živilė Marija. “Security Strategies Of Small States In A Changing World,” 
Journal On Baltic Security, Vol. 3 Issue 2,  pp. 7-15 (2017). 
26 Kamrava, Mehran. "Foreign Policy and Power Projection." In Qatar: Small State, Big Politics , 
69-104. (Ithaca; London: Cornell University Press, 2013). 



to host global policy-making platforms such as the Doha Development Round of the World              

Trade Organizations trade negotiations in 2001 and the 2012 United Nations Climate Change             

Conference. Scholarly work such as that of Kamrava seeks to explain why Qatar’s soft power is                27

necessary for the country to ensure it has “considerable policymaking leeway” and is able to               

occupy an “impressive” niche in the international financial sector. The latter fact is particularly              28

important as it fits into the long term economic diversification strategies of the country. This               

focus on Qatar’s diplomatic and economic soft power projection is also true of scholars such as                

Gil Feiler, who writes that “Qatar’s diplomacy is intertwined with its economic miracle” and that               

through the use of soft power, the country has positioned itself as an “intrepid mediator with                

contacts across the political spectrum,” from the United States to the Taliban. While there has               29

been work such as that of Alieu Manjang written on specific tools (such as education) which                

Qatar uses in its projection of soft power, these academic responses remain narrowly focused on               

how this fulfills the country’s economic and diplomatic visions as education is used as a form of                 

“public diplomacy.”  30

27 World Trade Organization, “The Doha Round,” World Trade Organization: Trade Topics, 
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dda_e/dda_e.htm, (accessed 10th October, 2019).; United 
Nations Climate Change, “Doha Climate Change Conference- November 2012,” UNFCCC Sites 
and Platforms, 
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/conferences/past-conferences/doha-climate-change-conf
erence-november-2012/doha-climate-change-conference-november-2012, (accessed 10th 
October, 2019).  
28 Kamrava, Mehran. "Foreign Policy and Power Projection."  
29 Feiler, Gil, and Hayim Zeev. Qatar: The Limits of Nouveau Riche Diplomacy. Report. 
Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies, 2017. 11-28. 
30 Manjang, Alieu. "Education as Public Diplomacy: The Soft Power Potential of Qatar Higher 
Education." In Higher Education Investment in the Arab States of the Gulf: Strategies for 
Excellence and Diversity, edited by Eickelman Dale F. and Abusharaf Rogaia Mustafa, 92-105. 
(Berlin, Germany: Gerlach Press, 2017). 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dda_e/dda_e.htm


As such, this study fits into a developing body of literature which looks at the changing                

foreign policy objectives that are changing how Qatar employs its soft power and cultural              

branding techniques. For example, Bernd Kaussler argues that Middle Eastern states are            

beginning to define their relations vis-à-vis one another on the basis of their individual interests               

and ambitions rather than those foreign policy orientations being delivered to them from afar. To               

facilitate a self-regulated and stable Middle East, Qatar’s “activist” foreign policy seems a vital              

first step in managing external powers as well as bringing antagonistic regional ones together.              

Qatar’s foreign policy objectives are no longer largely defined by faraway Western powers, but              

rather by concerns within the immediate region. This source is valuable for demonstrating how              31

Persian Gulf states are increasingly formulating their policy (foreign or domestic) based on             

concerns stemming from their regional security complex, and this study contributes to the work              

of scholars such as Kaussler by illuminating some of the regional dynamics (with particular              

reference to the diplomatic crisis) which have re-focused Qatar’s foreign policy objectives to             

security threats more narrowly within its own regional security complex. This thesis does so by               

arguing that the political climate of the GCC Crisis has reformulated Qatari domestic and foreign               

policy such that it focuses on immediate reputational, cultural, and political threats from             

blockading countries and by looking at how Qatar has responded to this hostile political climate               

through an increase in nationalist sentiments as reflected in a shift in tribal and nationalist               

affinities. 

In this regard, there exists a gap in the literature which this study fulfills on the nature of                  

small state soft power projection, specifically in Qatar after the blockade. The existing literature              

31 Kaussler, Bernd. Tracing Qatar’s Foreign Policy Trajectory and Its Impact on Regional 
Security. Arab Center for Research & Policy Studies (2015). 



tends to look overwhelmingly at Qatar’s use of soft power to fulfill foreign rather than domestic                

policy objectives, and objectives relating to sports, economic diversification, and diplomatic           

prowess specifically. On the other hand, this study uniquely examines how after the blockade,              

Qatar has sought to instead emphasize its stability, sovereignty, and self-sufficiency in particular,             

thereby presenting an academic analysis of how Qatar’s branded image and subsequent goals in              

its use of soft power have deliberately shifted. Simply put, this study provides a new perspective                

on why Qatar brands itself and uses soft power the way it does, and how this is quickly shifting                   

over time in accordance with its political climate. 

 

2.1.2 Qatar and the GCC Crisis 

The project also engages with an emerging body of literature specifically of Qatar and the               

ongoing GCC Crisis and does so for several crucial reasons. First, unlike much of the remaining                

literature, this body of work is intended not only to provide a more abstract theoretical               

framework, but also to incorporate more specific information and analysis on how the blockade              

has impacted Qatar and its domestic politics.  

This project also aims to contribute to the emerging body of academic work on the               

blockade against Qatar. It does so by looking at the nature of social organization and citizens’                

political affiliations as a direct result of the blockade, and by looking at how the blockade has                 

affected nationalism in Qatar on both a state and societal level. There already exist examples of                

literature and scholarly conversations on the blockade focused on Qatari government-led           

responses to challenges such as food and energy security, international responses and media             

portrayals of the blockade, and the subsequent economic and political consequences. Examples            



include the work of Steven Wright on the impact of the blockade on Gulf gas markets, Tareq                 

Al-Ansari’s research on food security initiatives such as the Baladna project, and Christina             

Paschyn’s analysis of international media representation of Qatar and the blockade. Alongside            32

these works, Jocelyn Mitchell has conducted important foundational work which identifies these            

reinvigorated nationalist sentiments and examines how the “powerful bursts of nationalism”           

rippling through Qatar provide the impetus needed to push domestic policy changes.   33

Other relevant works on Qatar and the blockade which examine the societal-level impacts             

of Qatari nationalism, particularly as it relates to existing social affinities such as tribalism,              

include Kristian Coates Ulrichsen’s Qatar and the Gulf Crisis, which is useful as it examines the                

potential societal impacts of the boycott, saying that it has created deep rifts and bitterness               

between what were once “deeply interconnected peoples.” Additionally, Andreas Krieg’s          34

“Divided Gulf: Anatomy of a Crisis,” highlights the rise of nationalism across the Gulf and how                 

this has altered the importance of tribal divisions in the Gulf. The book argues that the Gulf                 35

Crisis is fundamentally concerned with the vastly different visions of the UAE and Saudi Arabia               

versus that of Qatar, and how these autocratic governments (despite longstanding cultural            

similarities and similar regime structures) now operate in an era of survival which is contingent               

on adapting to a period of rapid socioeconomic change, as a result of which autocratic               

32 Miller, Rory D. (2018), ed. The Gulf Crisis: The View from Qatar,  Doha, Qatar: Hamad Bin 
Khalifa University  Press. 
33 Mitchell, Jocelyn Sage & Allagui, Illhelm (2019). Car Decals, Civic Rituals, and Changing 
Conceptions of Nationalism, International Journal of Communication, vol. 13, pp. 1368-1388. 
34 Ulrichsen, Kristian Coates, “Qatar and The Gulf Crisis,” (London: Hurst Publishers, 2020). 
35 Krieg Andreas (ed.), “Divided Gulf: Anatomy of a Crisis”  (Palgrave MacMillan, 2019).; “A 
Gulf divided: the anatomy of a crisis,” Chatham House (June 6th, 2019), 
https://www.chathamhouse.org/event/gulf-divided-anatomy-crisis.  
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governments find themselves having to increasingly and efficiently deliver public goods and            

services. 

This research makes use of and contributes to these works by presenting a more nuanced               

understanding of how the blockade has impacted Qatar by specifically looking at the changing              

expression of Qatari nationalism as a direct response to the events of June 2017. Moreover, this                

project will employ supplementary, non-academic sources such as articles and opinion pieces            

from the Washington Post and TRT World, which directly discuss the development of Qatari              

nationalism in response to the blockade. Thus, this research will make use of existing scholarly               

and non-scholarly sources to understand how, from 2017 onwards, the nature and promotion of              

Qatari nationalism is personified in the glorification of the Emir and inner ruling circle, and in                

doing so contributes to an emerging body of work on Qatari domestic responses and social               

changes since 2017. 

The study will also incorporate primarily factual news sources based in both Qatar and              

the UAE, both as a means of providing background information on the blockade and as a method                 

for discourse analysis to observe how Qatar and the blockading countries have responded to the               

blockade and react to it through their respective political narratives. One such example is Al               

Jazeera News Network’s piece “Qatar-Gulf Crisis: your questions answered.” While it is not             36

specific to Qatar or Qatari nationalism, this source presents a timeline of events for the boycott                

from the Qatari perspective as a Qatari government-funded news outlet. The interviews            

presented with government officials are also vital primary sources which I can use to understand               

the official political narratives being constructed in Qatar as a response to Saudi allegations of               

36 Al Jazeera, “Qatar-Gulf crisis: Your questions answered,” Al Jazeera Media Network, 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/qatar-gulf-crisis-questions-answered-17060
6103033599.html (accessed 9th October, 2019). 

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/qatar-gulf-crisis-questions-answered-170606103033599.html
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terrorist funding, and to gauge the types of sentiments which have become prevalent amongst              

Qatari citizens and which emphasize an increased need for collective security and unity in the               

face of an exterior threat. Likewise, this study makes use of non-academic news pieces and               

analytical pieces by media outlets such as Gulf News and Egypt Today which challenge the               

Qatari characterization of the country’s political climate and examine the application of the terms              

“boycott” versus “blockade.” As a news article written by an agency funded in whole or in part                 

by the UAE and Egyptian governments, this source accurately captures some of the sentiments              

and political narratives of the blockading countries which have inspired the resurgence of             

nationalism in Qatar. As Kamrava argues, nationalism can at times be antithetical and develop in               

response to external political developments, and by looking at the political narratives of the              

blockading countries I am able to better understand the context which has led Qatari nationalism               

to develop as it has since 2017 in response to political, security, and reputational concerns. This                

source also provides a brief but important discourse analysis on Qatari officials’ use of the term                

“blockade” rather than describing it as a “boycott.” In arguing that Qatari officials describe the               

ongoing diplomatic situation . This discourse analysis also provides valuable insight into why             

these terms are used; as “boycott” does not carry the same political gravitas as “blockade,”               

purposely describing its political situation as such can be construed as a deliberate attempt to               

garner empathy from the international community as the piece suggests or to force internal              

cohesion by presenting citizens with the narrative of an external and imminent threat to their               

livelihood. This, in turn, is valuable in examining the types of sentiments and political              

affiliations which have spurred an increase in Qatari nationalism from 2017 onwards. 



Thus, this study’s contribution situates itself in the emerging literature by looking more             

narrowly at the nature and expression of Qatari nationalism in response to the blockade, and by                

examining in greater detail Qatar’s responses to the ongoing boycott. While the aforementioned             

works tend to examine the economic, political, and foreign policy impacts of the boycott, this               

project provides a unique contribution by looking at the social and cultural impacts of the               

blockade and specifically how this has impacted citizens’ political affiliations from a tribal and              

gendered perspective, thus focusing on a separate subset of domestic impacts which have yet to               

be studied in detail. 

 

2.1.3 State and Society in the GCC 

This project engages with existing literature on the nature of state society relations in the GCC,                

particularly in the context of the rentier dynamic which has developed since the growth of the                

hydrocarbon industry. In doing so, the project more effectively demonstrates why power            

consolidation has long been a working objective for the Al Thani regime due to the country’s                

cultural and historical context. In understanding how the nature of Qatar’s post-independence            

political arrangements by Ottoman and British administrators influenced the creation of a rentier             

state reliant on patronage networks as a means of fostering citizens’ loyalty, the project is then                

better able to analyze how such sentiments of trust and loyalty towards the Qatari political               

establishment from citizens has shifted over time (and whether the factors which have caused              

this shift are necessarily economic). 

This project fits into a wider body of academic work on the nature of state-society               

relations in the GCC after the discovery of oil, particularly in Qatar. Scholars such as Jill Crystal                 



have written about the Qatari state’s consolidation of power by way of bargaining with              

traditionally merchant tribes to sacrifice their political leverage for increased oil wealth, thereby             

solidifying patronage networks dependent on the ruling family and eliminating the threat of             

political rivals from other Qatari families. Rather than pearling revenues, traditionally merchant            

tribes (such as Al Fardan, Darwish, Al Mana and Al Jaidah) began to acquire economic leverage                

because of their oil wealth through the distributional mechanisms introduced by emirs in the              

mid-1900s, creating centers of power intended to prevent political ramifications “beyond the            

rulers’ original intentions” due to a “possibly disloyal bureaucracy” emerging from this oil             

wealth. After the discovery of oil and gas, merchant families had largely withdrawn from politics               

and “renounced their historical claim to participate in decision making” due to the affluence they               

traditionally lent their rulers. This has been the result of a more “tacit deal” in which merchant                 

families have traded their political authority for greater wealth by receiving greater shares of              

national oil revenues. Like Crystal’s work, James Onley & Sulayman Khalaf’s study “Shaikhly             37

Authority in the Pre-Oil Gulf” also provides valuable information on first, the nature of              

state-society relations in Qatar (which is the overarching focus of my own work), and second, the                

economic dynamics which have transformed this relationship over time as the Al Thani elites              

have sought to stabilize their rule. The latter is particularly relevant to my study as it helps                 38

emphasize the importance of the stark shift from tribal to national and royalist affiliations after               

the blockade; while the Al Thanis once had to concern themselves with securing the loyalty of                

various tribes and ensuring that their economic and political leverage did not threaten their              

37 Crystal, Jill Oil and Politics in Kuwait and Qatar,  (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 1990). 
38 Onley, James & Sulayman Khalaf, ‘Shaikhly Authority in the Pre-Oil Gulf’, History and 
Anthropology, 17.3, September 2006), pp. 189-208.  



regime, this threat is all but erased as citizens pursue a collective Qatari identity in the face of an                   

exterior threat (despite their previous loyalties).  

With the above literature in mind, this study is unique as it looks at how state-society                

relations in the GCC (and in Qatar in particular) can be noticeably impacted by non-economic               

factors. The existing literature on state and society in the GCC tends to focus overwhelmingly on                

how the development of the rentier dynamic has dictated the nature of state-society relations,              

thus placing economic growth and patronage networks as a central factor in the development of               

Persian Gulf societies. While these contributions are unparalleled in their value and the rentier              

dynamic in the Gulf has no doubt tangibly impacted social dynamics, this study is able to add to                  

the scholarly conversation by looking at how political and social (rather than just economic)              

factors can impact the nexus of state-society relations and how this effect need not necessarily be                

state-led. This study is also unique because it examines the blockade as a major political event                

with a foreign policy dimension which has affected state-society relations in the GCC, whereas              

as of now the GCC Diplomatic Crisis has not yet been incorporated into the existing literature as                 

one of the regions defining phases of economic and political development.  

A crucial theory in this study’s analysis and unique contribution to the literature is              

Thomas B. Greenfield’s work “Organization Theory As Ideology,” which argues that           

organizations exist whenever people “accept sets of ideas as fit and proper guides for their own                

behavior and for that of others.” Although these ideas may be internally inconsistent and do not                

always allow us to predict what will happen when we act in accordance with them, we remain                 

dependent upon ideas for ordering our experience and for building an understanding of the world               

around us. This study therefore employs organization theory as a means of describing how Qatari               



citizens socially organize by ordering their experiences collectively as a means of presenting a              

monolithic interpretation of the ongoing boycott, which subsequently allows them to present a             

unified reaction to it. This theory also explains why Qatari citizens feel the need to adhere to                 

collective group mentality, as Greenfield argues that organizations are both shaped by and shape              

the behavior of individuals, thereby determining which ideas and behaviors are acceptable. This             

translates to the Qatari case as the widespread nationalist sentiments and nationalistic rituals             

performed en masse by citizens engage entire communities who remain dependent on an             

ideological framework (nationalism and royalism) during the blockade to determine the bounds            

of their politically motivated behaviors. In using Greenfield’s work, this study examines societal             

rather than state-led efforts to shape the nature of Qatari state-society relations, while providing              

the aforementioned perspective on how social and cultural structures (outside of the now             

popularized and frequently-researched rentier dynamic) have been central to this relationship. 

 

2.1.4 Nationalism and Identity 

This project will also fit into an extensive body of academic research on nationalism, particularly               

as a tool for nation-building and security, as a form of citizen participation and artistic               

expression, and as a means of creating a collective political imaginary. The project, of course,               

incorporates this literature to better understand the various forms of expression and reasons for              

nationalist sentiment, as well as how nationalist sentiment acts as a unifying force for social               

cohesion.  

Perhaps most central to this analysis is the work of Benedict Anderson in Imagined              

Communities, in which Anderson argues that nations contain socially constructed communities           



which are created as people imagine themselves as members of a particular group. Other              39

literature which examines the creation of political imaginaries and communities is that of             

Michael Skey which examines how “ordinary people” engage in everyday displays of            

nationalism, arguing that such “mass rituals” act as proof of how national forms of identity are                

“brought to the fore” of a country’s identity in times of perceived security threats. Another               40

related work is that of Anthony D. Smith (2010), which posits that nations are created de novo                 

through the “imagination and narration” of a national identity using cultural artifacts. Smith’s             

work ties directly into this project, which similarly looks at the new nationalist narrative taking               

shape in Qatar through citizen-led artwork, slogans, and other creative expressions. Miriam            41

Cooke’s Tribal Modern is also crucially relevant in this regard as it elaborates on state-led efforts                

to consolidate national identity in the GCC states after the discovery of oil via ‘branding’               

identities, and the creation of citizenship as a means of solidifying ruling families’ authority.              42

Cooke’s work provides a valuable understanding of how nationalism and affinities to particular             

national “brands” are used in the Gulf as a means of nation-building and enforcing political               

cohesion. Mitchell and Allagui’s research also looks at the expression of civic nationalism by              43

exploring the use of car decals as indicative of increased civic nationalist discourse and              

39 Anderson, Benedict R. O'G. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism. (London: Verso, 1991). 
40 Skey, Michael. “National Belonging and Everyday Life,”  (New York, NY: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2011).  
41 Smith, Anthony D.  “Nationalism,”  (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2010). 
42 Cooke, Miriam, “Tribal Modern: Branding New Nations In The Arab Gulf ,” (Berkeley, CA: 
University Of California Press, 2014). 
43 Ibid.  



nationalistic creative expressions, which directly relates to one of the key areas of focus in this                

project.   44

Thus, there is a good range of scholarly work which provides important contextual             

knowledge and a robust theoretical framework to guide the project’s exploration of Qatari             

nationalism and the popularized personality of the Emir after the blockade. This study builds on               

the existing literature by examining nationalism as not just a state-led initiative as emphasized by               

Anderson in his argument on the centrality of print capitalism and mass media, but also as a                 

citizen-led endeavor which focuses on the cultural and social tools employed to create a              

nationalist narrative which constitutes a political imaginary and collective identity. Therefore,           

this study develops the existing understanding of how nationalism can form in tribal societies              

with close-knit ties where mechanisms such as print capitalism and mass media are not as central                

as scholars such as Anderson would argue to the creation of this political narrative, therefore               

adding a new dimension Anderson’s idea that print capitalism or other forms of mass media are                

central to the invocation of nationalist sentiments or displays by looking at other forms of               

production for nationalism from a bottom-up approach.  

The study will also contribute to the existing literature on the gendered expressions of              

nationalism, particularly in the Gulf. Some expressions of nationalism which have become more             

prevalent in Qatar since the start of the blockade (such as attending a maseerah or performing                

public dances) differ greatly between Qatari men and women. The study hypothesizes that this              

gender disparity has emerged due to social perceptions of what is considered ‘eib (shameful              

behavior) for women, thus limiting Qatari women’s nationalist displays to far more passive             

44 Mitchell, Jocelyn Sage & Allagui, Illhelm (2019). Car Decals, Civic Rituals, and Changing 
Conceptions of Nationalism, International Journal of Communication, vol. 13, pp. 1368-1388. 



behaviors while men are able (and indeed, encouraged) to occupy public spaces as a platform to                

convey nationalist sentiments. For example, men are able to openly attend a maseerah (an              

informal public display of young men parading their cars and celebrating in the streets) to               

commemorate days such as Qatar National Day or the days following Qatar winning the Asian               

Cup in 2019. On the contrary, Qatari women must resort to more discrete displays of nationalism                

and loyalty to the ruling elites such as changing their social media profile pictures to images of                 

Sheikh Tamim or watching football matches at home. This gendered disparity also exists in              

state-sponsored displays of Qatari nationalism, particularly when such displays involve a show            

of military capability and other matters relating to national security. There are a number of               

scholars such as Nagel who have described how patriotic ‘manhood’ and promotion of             

traditionally masculine characteristics (namely brute force and stoicism) as a display of national             

strength thereby create gendered political and social spaces for men and women and excluding              

women from nationalist displays which exhibit overtly ‘masculine’ characteristics. This          45

includes more aggressive and overt displays of military weaponry and capability at National Day              

Parades as the military is a male-dominated institution. Nagel argues that this is because              

“nationalist politics is a major venue for ‘accomplishing’ masculinity” because the state is an              

essentially masculine institution and because nationalism is constructed around stereotypically          

masculine traits (for example honor, patriotism, bravery, and a duty to protect). A call to war is                 46

therefore a “siren call” few men can afford to resist as it can call into question their masculinity.                 

Thus, fear and accusations of cowardice alongside the sense of masculine bravado which              47

45 Negel, Joan, “Masculinity and nationalism: gender and sexuality in the making of nations,” 
Journal of Ethnic and Racial Studies, vol. 21, issue 2, pp. 242-269 (1998). 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid.  



accompanies such a “grand quest” of going to war and demonstrating physical and military              

dominance is central to reflecting a nation’s strength. Nagel also argues that this is particularly in                

the case of Muslim women, “unruly female sexuality threatens to discredit the nation” as family               

and social standards of honor (particularly in countries like Qatar) are closely tied to reputation               

and respectability. This scholarly work and the results of my fieldwork will offer an              48

explanation for recent gendered social phenomena since the blockade, including why Qatari            

women are now even more cautious about public displays of nationalism which are considered to               

connote sexual immorality. 

Furthermore, this study employs literature on the intersection between sports and           

nationalism, particularly by incorporating Grant Jarvie’s work Sport, Nationalism and Cultural           

Identity, which argues that sport events are used as an avenue for “symbolic competition between               

nations.” This is because sporting events become a matter of national pride, particularly for              49

sports such as football, which are widespread and easily accessible to larger audiences of people.               

Here, the study provides a unique contribution to the literature by looking at the gendered               

dynamics of Qatari participation in sporting events and by arguing that, by extension of Qatari               

women being limited in their public displays of nationalism, the forms of nationalism expressed              

at sporting events also parallel these gendered disparities. With the limited literature that does              

exist on sports and gendered nationalism, most scholars look at how sports can challenge gender               

dynamics by observing other cultural contexts outside of the Middle East. This includes the work               

of Courtney Glass, which argues that in the Indian and Canadian context, women’s participation              

48 Ibid.  
49 Jarvie, Grant. “Sport, Nationalism, and Cultural Identity,”  



in sporting matches can challenge and transform the gendered nature of nationalism. Other             50

studies on the intersection between gendered dynamics and sport, such as that of Cheryl Roberts,               

focuses more narrowly on the power dynamics between female and male athletes rather than              

female spectators in sports, with an examination on how athletes rather than public participation              

are central in sport’s relevance in national identity. This study’s contribution is to demonstrate              

how sporting events can actually reinforce gender dynamics through a continuation of            

comparatively lesser female (compared to male) participation. This study is also unique in the              

literature on nationalism and sport as it studies not only participation in sporting events, but also                

in maseerahs (informal car parades conducted by Qataris as a show of patriotic support), thereby               

analysing not only sporting events but also associated celebrations unique to the Persian Gulf              

cultural context, and one which citizens use as a platform for nationalist discourse and              

sentiments, as well as the political motivations behind this. These celebrations outside of             

sporting events are unique to the Qatari case and are a particularly interesting social phenomena               

which speaks to Anderson’s idea of imagined communities, as they are informally organized             

with little else besides a common understanding amongst Qatari men that sporting events require              

celebration (and that such celebrations overwhelmingly take place by driving one’s car along the              

corniche adorned by Qatari flags and other decals). This study therefore adds to the existing               

literature by analysing sporting events as well as associated celebrations as nationalist displays,             

particularly by viewing discrepancies in female and male participation in sporting events as an              

extension of nationalism’s gendered dynamics.  

50 Glass, Courtney, "Gender, Sport & Nationalism: The Cases Of Canada And India" (2008). 
Graduate Theses and Dissertations.  



Finally, this contributes to the literature insofar as it examines gendered expressions of             

banal nationalism, which it does by examining gendered nationalism not only in political and              

military institutions, but also in aspects of day-to-day life such as sporting events and cultural               

expressions. Banal nationalism was first introduced to the academic nomenclature on nationalism            

in Michael Billig’s book of the same name. In his study, Billig describes banal nationalism as                

everyday and frequently repeated but subtle nationalist expressions in daily life; common            

examples include national songs, flags, sporting events, and popular expressions or slogans.            

Most studies tend to look at male-dominated political and military institutions, or the legal              

regulations surrounding marriage, as ways of policing women’s private and public behavior.            

Examples include the work of Mary Ann Tetreault and Haya Al-Mughni, which examines the              

difficulty of Kuwaiti women in passing citizenship to their children and the gendered nationalist              

explanations for this, as well as Negel’s aforementioned work which examines the patriarchal             

nature of institutionalised nationalism. While this is important in examining gendered           51

nationalist dynamics, the existing literature currently lacks an analysis of gendered banal            

nationalism and more discrete social and cultural expressions of nationalism which present a             

gender disparity, and this additional perspective to the existing literature is one which this study               

is able to provide. 

 

2.2 Definitions and Methodology 

51 Tetreault, Mary Ann, and Haya Al-Mughni. "Gender, Citizenship and Nationalism in Kuwait." 
British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 22, no. 1/2 (1995): 64-80.;  Negel, Joan, “Masculinity 
and Nationalism.” 



2.2.1 Definitions and the case of Qatar 

Two definitional issues are of particular importance for this thesis:  that of “small states” and that 

of “nationalism”. Both are elaborated on below with particular reference to the Qatari case. 

 

Small States 

Qatar is a geographically small country in the Persian Gulf with a total land area 11,581 km2 and 

a population of 2.6 million people.  It is also small in the context of its surrounding 52

neighborhood and regional security complex, being placed between Saudi Arabia and Iran, both 

of which are regional powers in the Persian Gulf and are considerably larger than Qatar in both 

population and geographic size. As such, Qatar can be categorized as a small state on the basis of 

quantitative measures as it has little intrinsic power or geographical endowments,  as well as its 53

relative size within its region and its potential to be overwhelmed or politically dominated by 

larger regional powers. Additionally, its placement in the peninsula bears little strategic value; 

although it is placed on the Strait of Hormuz, this maritime route is vulnerable to the escalation 

of tensions between superpowers in the region such as Iran and the US.  This makes Qatar 54

strategically vulnerable insofar as it is more prone to influence from outside forces impacting it 

as a small state while it is unlikely to assert the same degree of influence on its neighbors in 

52 "Qatar: The World Factbook.” Central Intelligence Agency. 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/qa.html  
53 Matthias Maass, ‘The Elusive Definition of the Small State,’ International Politics 46:1 
(2009): 65–83. 
54 Abdallah, Nayara, “Qatar ‘cautiously following’ recent developments in Strait of Hormuz,” 
Reuters (July 21st, 2019) 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-iran-tanker-qatar/qatar-cautiously-following-recent-d
evelopments-in-strait-of-hormuz-idUSKCN1UG0P5 



exchange. As such, Qatar’s quantitative or more concrete measures of smallness (such as size 

and geography) further translate to strategic weaknesses and solidify its standing as a small state. 

In terms of derivative power and qualitative measures of smallness, Qatar finds itself 

abundant in hydrocarbon natural resources, the revenue of which it invests in diplomatic 

endeavours and financial and economic diversification. Virtual enlargement through diplomatic 

branding and soft power projection are central to Qatar’s ability to ensure its political legitimacy 

and economic security on the international stage. Qatar also engages in foreign policies typical of 

a small state, particularly those small states which are vulnerable to security threats from larger 

regional powers and those which are unable to create security for themselves, including the use 

of derivative power. Examples of such policies include the country’s reliance on military security 

from the United States through hosting Al Udeid military base, the largest foreign US military 

base in the region. Thus, Qatar can be characterized as a small state not only through qualitative 

indicators but also through qualitatively assessed behaviours and resources through which it 

exhibits behaviors typical of a small state and which mirror the strategic objectives of a small 

state. In Maass’ work on the various ways to define small state and which measures (qualitative, 

quantitative, or others) might be used, he argues that small states may also opt for an 

“auto-characterization” by which they self-define as small states;  Qatar also employs an 55

auto-characterization of smallness as it categorizes itself as a small state, as referenced by the 

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense Khalid Al Attiyah.  56

55 Matthias Maass, ‘The Elusive Definition of the Small State’, International Politics 46:1 
(2009): 65–83. 
56 Georgetown University in Qatar, “In Conversation with H.E. Dr. Khalid Bin Mohammed Al 
Attiyah,” Georgetown University in Qatar website: News & Events, (27th February, 2020) 



 

Nationalism  

Here, nationalism and nationalist behaviors are defined as those which espouse specific support 

for a given country and its political aims and interests, including national security, food security, 

diplomatic branding, and domestic cohesion (to name but a few which are relevant to this study). 

Nationalism is distinguished from patriotism in this study as the term more closely correlates 

with political affinities towards the state as articulated by Qataris. Sabine Otten &  J. Christopher 

Cohrs argue that “whereas patriotism represents attachment to one's country, nationalism refers 

to the tendency to favor one's own country over others;” as we will see later in this study, 

nationalist sentiment in Qatar comes as a tendency to favor the interests and security concerns of 

the Qatari state as a means of defending these issues in the context of a hostile security 

environment, leading Qataris to not only express attachment to the country, but to also do so in a 

way which indicates a preference for loyalty towards Qatar over its neighboring countries. Otten 

& Cohrs also argue that nationalism has the potential to “engender conflict directed at other 

national groups,” providing a definition which more accurately reflects the status quo of the 

GCC Crisis and the subsequent animosities or social divisions it has facilitated since 2017. 

Nationalism in the Qatari case is viewed as a modern phenomenon attached to both the 

state and the regime, since it is the regime which runs the state and which encourages 

nationalism in a certain direction. Because Qatar has only been ruled by the Al Thani tribe. As 

the Al Thani tribe’s rise to power parallels the creation of an independent state of Qatar and 

https://www.qatar.georgetown.edu/news-events/videos/conversation-he-dr-khalid-bin-mohamed-
al-attiyah 



came as a result of British and Ottoman imperial policies, the two entities are inextricably linked. 

The British designation of the Al-Thanis as monarchs of Qatar was by no means assured as there 

were other families with greater connections, power, and lineal longevity in the region. 

Muhammad bin Thani was able to politically maneuver himself in relation to the British in order 

to achieve a position as a first among equals. Sheikh Mohammed originates from the Al-Ahmad 

faction of the Al-Thani tribe, and the Al-Hamad faction took power as the ruling tribal faction in 

Qatar when Sheikh Khalifa overthrew his cousin, the ruling Emir Sheikh Hamad Al-Ahmad 

Al-Thani, and asserted himself as the ruling Emir. This rivalry within the Al-Thani tribe 

stemmed from disagreements between the Al-Hamad and Al-Ahmad factions of the Al-Thani 

tribe as Sheikh Ahmed Al-Ahmad intended to make Qatar one of the emirates under the rule of 

the UAE, while the Al-Hamad faction strongly supported the independence and sovereignty of 

Qatar as an independent Arab state. Ultimately, this disagreement was what motivated Sheikh 

Khalifa Al-Hamad Al-Thani, the current Emir’s grandfather, to usurp his cousin Sheikh Ahmed 

and seize control of the state. This position as the ruling monarchs of the Al-Thani tribe (and 

subsequently, as rulers of Qatar) is a position which Sheikh Khalifa’s descendants continuously 

asserted in their continuation of the modern day Qatari nation-state. As such, in the Qatari case, 

both regime and state are closely intertwined and even synonymous, which is why the use of 

support for either the regime or the state (or performances of nationalistic support for either 

entity) can be considered as a single variable to demonstrate the rise of Qatari nationalist 

sentiments since the boycott began. As such, in this study there is no notable differentiation 

made between the Qatari state and regime, as the two are closely linked and inseparable. 

 



2.2.2 Empirical Approach 

The study focuses on a single country case as this approach allows more specifically for a                

small-N analysis of Qatari citizens. Although there exist a variety of social dynamics in Qatar               

between various demographics which may have been impacted by the blockade - for instance,              

the impact of increased performances of nationalism by Qataris on social dynamics and relations              

between citizens and non-citizen expats - this study remains focused specifically on Qatari             

citizens and only chooses to compare two of the most prominent social dynamics within Qatari               

populations: that is, tribe and gender. While it is worthwhile to examine how pronounced              

performances of nationalism may have affected groups such as migrant workers vs. Qataris and              

how the respective identities of these groups have developed in relation to each other since the                

blockade, the limitations of space and available time mean this study has had to remain narrowly                

focused on looking at gender and tribalism specifically as extensions of Qatari nationalist             

performances. As these are amongst the most prominent social dynamics within Qatari society, it              

is hoped that the research undertaken for this study will provide a basis for future research on                 

the impact of the blockade and the developing nature of socio-political dynamics in Qatar              

between various socially stratified groups. 

This decision to exclude groups besides Qatari citizens and focus only on Qatari             

expressions of nationalism impacts the study by presenting a less generalized and more specified              

view of the population and the political affiliations they have developed after the blockade; this               

leaves out the majority of the population of the country but this was deemed appropriate since it                 

focuses on those people directly expressing Qatari nationalist sentiments. Images such as            

billboards of Sheikh Tamim and sword dances, military parades are created and promoted by              



Qatari citizens and government authorities. This approach therefore hones in on the most direct              

sources of nationalism and the Qatari people who express it most fervently because they have a                

vested interest in the state and regime’s image and survival (because of citizenship patronage              

networks, rentier dynamics) 

Using Gerring’s definition of a “case” as a single unit encompassing “a relatively             

bounded phenomenon,” in this project the case in question is the social phenomenon of Qatari               

nationalism from the 2017 GCC Diplomatic Crisis onwards, with particular reference to the             

nature, expression, and intensity of nationalist sentiments amongst Qatari citizens. It is also             57

useful to add Abbot’s definition to supplement Gerring’s definition as it emphasizes the narrative              

nature of cases because of how the social phenomenon in question is “engaged in a perpetual                

dialogue with [its] environment.” This points to how the case presented in this study examines a                

social phenomenon which has developed as a direct result of Qatar’s current political climate.  58

This study, then, narrowly focuses on nationalist sentiments by Qatari citizens and does             

not examine support for the Emir and the state expressed by non-citizen residents of Qatar. The                

study relies on primary source information on Qatari citizens’ nationalist, royalist, and tribalist             

affiliations. Surveys were conducted via an online form for ease of access to participants (who               

can easily access it through an online link) or in person. The participant pool was based on a                  

snowball sample of 19 participants, with whom the principal investigator conducted value            

surveys of Qatari citizens as a means of gathering data on subjects’ nationalist sentiments, tribal               

affiliations, and support for key figures in the immediate ruling inner circle (Sheikh Tamim,              

57 Gerring, J. “What is a Case Study and What is it Good for?”  American Political Science 
Review, 98(2): pg. 341-54. (2004) 
58 Abbott, A, “What do Cases do? Some Notes on Activity in Sociological Analysis.” ed.  Ragin, 
Charles C. & Becker, Howard S. “What is a Case? Exploring the Foundations of Social Inquiry,” 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). 



Sheikh Hamad, and Sheikha Moza). Once potential subjects had been identified by way of              

convenience, proximity, availability, and other factors, further participants were also brought           

into the study through non-probability snowball sampling. This study could not rely on methods              

of probability sampling as citizens had to hold Qatari citizenship and be over the age of 18 years                  

as per the study’s hypothesis and the research guidelines established when obtaining IRB             

approval. This method of sampling was chosen due to the relatively conservative nature of Qatari               

society and the potentially sensitive nature of the questions; in designing the study, I anticipated               

that participants (particularly younger women from conservative households) would be more           

receptive to answering questions if they were recruited into the study via snowball sampling and               

through a familiar point of contact between themselves and the principal investigator.  

This method of sampling was also employed to ensure greater representativeness of the             

results. While it would have been more straightforward to complete this fieldwork over the space               

of several days at National Day affiliated events or other similarly patriotic events, this might               

have easily skewed fieldwork results in favor of the hypotheses by targeting a self-selecting              

group of citizens who are typically more nationalistic and tend to express these sentiments more               

vocally (and which may have been the outcome with probability sampling). Rather, this study              

sampled participants both within and outside the context of nationalist displays and events, and              

as a result is able to show that nationalist sentiment in Qatar has not only increased, but that this                   

increase has been generally sustained (as opposed to spikes in nationalistic support surrounding             

times like National Day and sporting events). 

Surveys were either administered as a recorded voice interview or through a digital             

questionnaire, depending on the subjects’ preferences, with both formats containing the same            



questions. The sampling of participants was roughly evenly split between male and female             

participants to understand whether there is a difference between how Qatari men and women              

display nationalist sentiments and support for the Al Thani family. For example, Qatari women              

may abstain from some displays such as the maseera (informal parading of cars and flags in the                 

street) which took place after Qatar won the Asian Cup final, due to cultural and social                

perceptions of what is e’ib (shameful) behavior for women. In doing so, the surveys are designed                

to demonstrate citizens’ affinities with nationalism, tribalism, and loyalty to the ruling family             

before and after the blockade in order to identify which of these social affiliations is now                

strongest and how they relate to one another. 

To supplement the data gathered from participant surveys, the study also relies on a              

variety of qualitative data: 

1. Artwork, slogans, and songs produced by Qatari artists and the general public            

after the blockade, aiming to develop an understanding of popular motifs such as             

the Qatari flag, illustrations of Sheikh Tamim, and widely used slogans which            

express loyalty to the Emir and the state; 

2. Primary sources such as recorded interviews of Qatari politicians including          

Sheikh Tamim and videos of Qatar National Day military parades, or other such             

sources which can be used to study state-sponsored expressions of Qatari           

nationalism and commitment to the inner circle of the ruling family. Where            

possible, the study will also identify changes in policy and behavior of            

state-funded institutions such as the Al Jazeera news network and Qatar           



Foundation, to observe whether or not these entities have shown increased           

displays of Qatari nationalism and support for key Al Thani figureheads.  

3. Techniques used in observational research through naturalistic (non-participant)        

observation which warranted no further intervention aside from recording and          

photographing events and citizens taking part in nationalist displays. This was           

necessary as it allowed more accurate observations of how Qatari citizens are            

naturally inclined towards expressing their nationalist sentiments without outside         

interference which may skew the results towards the hypothesis (as participants           

may be more inclined towards preference falsification when they feel their actions            

or thoughts are more blatantly known to other people).  

 

Content and discourse analysis were central to this study as a means of understanding,              

first, the shift in political discourse which indicates a change in the nature of Qatari nationalism                

since the blockade, and second, the cultural forms of production and domestic policy changes              

which both reflect and reinforce this rise in nationalist sentiments.The dependent variable in this              

study is the rise in nationalist sentiments and glorification of the personality of the Emir as                

expressed by Qatari citizens and the state. The independent variable is listed as the ongoing               

blockade and the resulting climate it has created in Qatar. Because this study hypothesizes that               

the relationship between the two variables is broadly linear (that the blockade has led to               

increased and gendered expressions of Qatari nationalism and decreased tribalist affiliations), the            

results are analysed in an attempt to demonstrate the relationship between the two variables. 

 



2.2.3 Feasibility and Limitations 

There were several possible limitations to this study, relating both to the sample size and the                

dependence on subject interviews. One such limitation is the possibility of preference            

falsification among subjects. Some subjects may not be nationalistic or feel particularly            

supportive of the ruling family. However, they may feel inclined to say the opposite for fear of                 

judgment or legal persecution. To try and mitigate this, the surveys were designed not to require                

personal or identifying information, and participants were allowed to take the survey remotely             

via a web link rather than in-person. Participants were also informed of any potential risks               

beforehand and were asked to explicitly consent 

Additionally, some subjects may have been reluctant to participate and share personal            

information or their political opinions with someone they are unfamiliar with, perhaps presenting             

challenges in collecting a sufficiently large sample size. Other subjects may be unfamiliar with              

the concept of formal research and surveys, and the nature of social science research more               

generally. Although some subjects were willing to participate, they were unwilling to have their              

voices recorded or did not understand the necessity of a formal, recorded survey as opposed to a                 

casual conversation (with the latter being especially true for older subjects). Both these             

challenges have been addressed by administering mixed-mode surveys which do not require any             

personal or identifying information, and which has allowed subjects to participate in the way              

they are most comfortable and familiar with. The surveys also included clear instructions in both               

English and Arabic to make them more accessible to subjects less familiar with public opinion               

research. The semi-structured format of the interviews is also accessible to those who are not               

fully familiar with social science research methods and may prefer the format of a more casual                



conversation. The semi-structured format was also employed as open-ended questions are more            

conducive to gathering accurate information which subjects were willing to volunteer on their             

political opinions and express their views on their own terms, thereby lowering the risk of               

preference falsification. 

Another limitation faced in this study (more specific to finding appropriate secondary            

sources) relates to the rather specific nature of this case. Qatar exhibits a number of               

characteristics which make it difficult to find completely similar cases. All at once, Qatar is a                

small state, a rentier state, a state under monarchic rule, a state which contains a relatively small                 

native population which maintain elite socioeconomic privileges as a direct result of citizenship             

in a country where most residents are expatriates, and is a state faced with hostility by the                 

countries in its immediate geopolitical parameter (despite a high degree of shared familial ties              

and cultural practices). In this regard, it is difficult to find other similar cases in the existing                 

literature which mimic the social and political conditions of this study’s chosen case from which               

the study might subsequently draw conclusions or arguments to apply to the Qatari case. Rather,               

it is much easier to find cases which are loosely related to mine with one or two shared                  

characteristics, and this somewhat inhibits my ability to provide a more nuanced literature             

review. For example, this study employs the case of Egypt in the 20th century, a time when                 

Egyptian nationalism gained increased popularity when revolutions against British rule took           

place in response to wartime deprivations imposed on the country by the British during the first                

World War. This serves as a useful example of how people living under a monarchy adopted                

stronger civic nationalist sentiments out of a perceived need for increased national security in the               

face of a common threat, and this case does so by focusing on another country in the Arab                  59

59 Motyl, Alexander J., “Encyclopedia of Nationalism,” Volume 2, (Academic Press, 2001). 



world with a similar regime at the time. However, such a case is of limited usefulness as it does                   

not reflect a similar cultural or historical background, political regime, or geopolitical context;             

Egypt is not a small state, was not a rentier state at the time, and it is not a Persian Gulf country.                      

As a result, there are limited existing cases with which one can compare and contrast the case of                  

Qatar. To circumvent this difficulty, the study instead relies on a robust theoretical framework              

which is later used to analyse the results of the fieldwork. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 



The New Nature of Qatari Nationalism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter describes how the nature of Qatari nationalism has developed since the blockade in               

two main regards. First, this chapter looks at evidence such as forms of cultural production               

(including artwork, songs, slogans, and museum exhibitions) and changes in domestic policy to             

demonstrate how there has been a marked increase in expressions of Qatari nationalism as a               



direct response to the blockade. This increase in nationalist sentiments and expressions or             

nationalist-oriented policies on both state and societal levels feed into a growing nationalist             

discourse as well as consolidate and perpetuate existing loyalties towards the ruling family and              

their regime? Second, this chapter examines how cultural expressions of nationalism by citizens             

and state increasingly use the Emir as an embodiment of Qatari nationalism and loyalty to the                

Qatari state. 

Nationalism and national “branding” are a modern phenomenon attached to the Qatari 

state, but it is closely connected with the regime, since it is the regime which runs the state and 

which encourages nationalism in a certain direction. As described by Miriam Cooke in her book 

Tribal Modern, the curation of a Persian Gulf identity after discovery of oil and gas reserves 

became closely associated with the newfound wealth and patronage networks which developed 

the GCC countries into rentier states.  From this period onwards, the value of national 60

“branding” has been indispensable to Qatar, which has sought to solidify the affinities of citizens 

towards the royal family as a means of power consolidation. Conversely, Qatari citizens direct 

their nationalism towards the state by expressing nationalism and loyalty towards the regime, 

effectively turning key figureheads in the regime as surrogates for nationalist sentiment. In this 

study, the dependent variable is described as nationalist sentiment towards loyalty towards the Al 

Thani family, that is, loyalty to the regime which rules the state. Although this study posits that 

the GCC Diplomatic Crisis has altered the nature of Qatari nationalism, it is crucial to make the 

distinction between creation and amplification: the crisis has not triggered a political and 

nationalistic phenomenon which did not previously exist, as Qataris have never had any choice 

60 Cooke, Miriam. "The Brand." In Tribal Modern: Branding New Nations in the Arab Gulf, 
64-76. University of California Press, 2014. Accessed April 30, 2020. 
www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/j.ctt4cgfrq.7. 



but to feel nationalistic towards the state and regime, and have always expressed loyalty to the Al 

Thani regime specifically. Additionally, the Al Thani regime has for many years encouraged the 

development of loyalty towards the ruling family, such as when at the death of Sheikh Khalifa 

whereby his now-ruling grandson Sheikh Tamim declared three days of public mourning for 

passing of his grandfather,  or through the aforementioned existence of patronage rentier 61

dynamics. As such, it is evident that the loyalty of citizens has always been important to the 

royal family and nationalism, as we shall see later,  has been an important motif in Qatar for 

several decades, but this study demonstrates how the crisis has had an effect in terms of 

acceleration and exacerbation of existing nationalist sentiment and renewed patriotic fervour. 

Methodologically, this chapter relies heavily on the subject interviews conducted for this 

study as a means of identifying how Qatari citizens view and conceptualize the Emir, as well as 

connotations or heroism, visionary leadership, and other ideas of greatness etc. attached to him 

after the blockade. Additionally, this chapter relies on content and discourse analysis as a means 

of interpreting visual and cultural depictions of the boycott and applying this to Anthony D. 

Smith’s work, which argues that created de novo through the “imagination and narration” of a 

national identity using cultural artifacts. Smith’s work ties directly into this project, which 

similarly looks at the new nationalist narrative taking shape in Qatar through citizen-led artwork, 

slogans, and other creative expressions.  By looking at how Qatari citizens have developed a 62

distinct cultural zeitgeist of the blockade and its perceived impact on their lives, this project 

61 Chan, Swell, Sheikh Khalifa bin-Hamad Al- Thani, former Emir of Qatar, Dies at 84, The New 
York Times (October 24th, 2016), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/25/world/middleeast/sheikh-khalifa-bin-hamad-al-thani-form
er-emir-of-qatar-dies-at-84.html 
62 Smith, Anthony D.  “Nationalism,”  (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2010). 



shows how the imagined identities and cultural artifacts used to bring life to this rely heavily on 

the narratives and perceptions of nationalism by Qatari citizens. 

 

3.2 A Boycott or a Blockade? Varying Discourses Applied to Describe the            

GCC Crisis 

3.2.1 Examining discourse and official statements on a state-sponsored level 

The ongoing GCC diplomatic crisis has been described by Qatar and the blockading countries in               

quite different ways, with “blockade,” “boycott,” and “crisis” amongst the most popular terms.             

These terms carry different political connotations and are used to rally popular support for              

particular political or nationalist ideas and create an us vs. them characterization. This study              

does not attempt to make any normative evaluations of whether Qatar finds itself in the midst of                 

a crisis, blockade, boycott, or any other particular categorization based on the various arguments              

put forth by both Qatar and the Saudi-led group of countries which have severed ties with the                 

country. Rather, the focus here is on how these terms have been employed in the Qatari context                 

in the interest of furthering specific domestic goals, particularly as they pertain to national              

branding and the promotion of domestic unity through nationalist sentiments. 

The use of the term “blockade” by Qatari citizens and by Qatari officials, characterizes              

Qatar as vulnerable and as a victim of unjustified hostilities levied upon it by blockading               

countries. In a CBS “60 minutes” interview in which Sheikh Tamim elaborates on Qatar’s              

sovereignty, he describes the political situation as a “crisis” which arose because the blockading              

countries do not support Qatar’s political vision and support for free speech throughout the              



region; important because the use of specific terminology helps justify moral stance of Qatar in               

relation to its regional political ambitions. Additionally, subjects interviewed for this study            

frequently referred to the political situation as a “blockade,” so we see a similar expression of                

sentiments on both a state and societal level.  63

Conversely, the UAE funded news outlet Gulf News has argued that Qatari officials’             

characterization of the situation is inaccurate because there is a distinction between a “boycott”              

and a “blockade.” Saudi Arabia has closed the land crossing between itself and Qatar, and KSA,                

Bahrain, and UAE have closed their airspaces to Qatari vessels, but Quartet sources argue that it                

is within their right to do so as sovereign states. The Gulf News article, for instance, argues this is                   

not a “blockade” because this would mean there are “military forces at play, its aircraft               

grounded,” and its ports are “shut down by naval vessels.” As such, Qatar is not under a                 64

“blockade” because it has not been “cut off” from the outside world. The article continues by                

arguing that the motivations for the boycott included Qatar’s support for terrorism. Similarly,             

Egypt Today, an Egyptian English-language monthly magazine, published an article in August            

2017 which presented a similar critique of Qatari officials’ use of the term “blockade” rather               

than “boycott,” as a blockade would entail Qatar being “besieged by air, sea, and land.”               

However, the article argues that from a military, economic, and legal perspective, Qatar is not               

under a blockade.   65

63 Rose, Charlie, “Qatar’s Emir Stands Defiant in Face of Blockade,” 60 Minutes: CBS News 
(October 29th, 2017), 
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3.2.2 Perceptions of the “blockade” by Qatari citizens 

By contrast, Qatar calls it a “blockade” to emphasize the country’s political vulnerability, need to               

secure new sources of food security and national security, and to highlight its moral and               

diplomatic values in relation to the blockading countries which it claims have no legitimate basis               

for its claims of Qatar supporting terrorism. 

Here, we see a confirmation of the hypothesis as citizens surveyed said that displaying              

overt support for Qatar is important during the blockade to emphasize national interests and              

security. When asked how they would describe Qatar’s political climate, all participants stated             

that the term “blockade” tends to “resonate” more strongly, and that it is the most widely                

circulated and used term in media outlets and popular discourse (correspondingly, the Arabic             

translation ”حصار“ has similar connotations and is used interchangeably with “blockade” when            

looking at survey results recorded in Arabic and English”. This is interesting as to some extent it                 

shows how there was little difference in how Qataris described or conceptualized the boycott was               

not specific to Qataris with a preference . As Qataris surveyed in this study did not vastly vary                  

their answers based on a preference for conducting their survey in English or Arabic, this               

strongly suggests that, rather than producing a variety of linguistic and cultural interpretations of              

the blockade, Qatari citizens’ understanding of the boycott is relatively homogenous. 

Additionally, Qatari citizens said that the use of Sheikh Tamim as a surrogate symbol for               

nationalism is because showing support for Emir has become synonymous with showing support             

for the state. When asked why citizens chose the Emir specifically as a symbol, they responded                

that it is because the Emir has shown consideration for the welfare of citizens since the onset of                  



the blockade. Additionally, citizens confirm the aforementioned hypothesis that showing support           

for the Qatari leadership, specifically for Sheikh Tamim, is de facto a form of support for the                 

state and that the Emir is a symbol for “what is happening during the blockade” and is                 

“connected to” a particular point in time. One respondent said that they consider Sheikh Tamim               

is  

In this regard, the relationship between citizens and the regime for which they show              

support is reciprocal in the eyes of those expressing these sentiments. Subjects stated that they               

felt it was only natural to show overt support for Qatar’s leadership because the Emir took steps                 

to ensure that citizens did not suffer the economic/political impacts of the blockade. This              

reciprocal aspect of support for the Emir is interesting, because it seems to reinforce the existing                

rentier dynamic between state and society based on a quid pro quo whereby the leadership               

ensures political and economic stability in exchange for consolidated support. Participants also            

stated that demonstrating support for the Emir was in response to the accusations of              

“blockading” countries and was intended as a response to how the Emir had gone “above and                

beyond” in ensuring the security of citizens of the blockade. 

 

3.3 Cultural Expressions of Qatari Nationalism 

3.3.1 The Emir as a surrogate symbol of nationalism 

Perhaps the most notable visual change in Qatar’s landscape since the boycott began is the               

Tamim Al Majd (Tamim the Glorious) image of the reigning monarch, Sheikh Tamim Bin              

Hamad Al Thani, cropping up around the country. The image of the Emir depicts up-close black                



and white depiction of Sheikh Tamim’s face from the neck upwards, in which his expression is                

notably stoic and he does not wear the traditional Qatari ‘igal and ghitra (head-dress).  

Originally drawn by Qatari artist Ahmed Al Maadheed, the image has become wildly             

popular across the country since 2017. Al-Maadheed had initially posted a hastily drawn             

black-and-white sketch of the Emir to his personal social media accounts shortly after Saudi              

Arabia and the other boycotting countries announced the severance of their ties with Qatar. The               

simply image outline of the Emir's profile and the line "Tamim the Glorious" emblazoned on the                

bottom in intricate Arabic calligraphy, according to Qatari news outlet Gulf Times, “spread like              

wildfire in Qatar after a retweet by the Emir's brother, finding its way into the streets as posters,                  

stickers, flags and even jewellery. The design also resurfaced as a graffiti stencil, frequently              

painted in black and accompanied by the red-and-white Qatari flag.” Almaadheed said he had              66

been visited by Her Highness Sheikha al Mayassa bint Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani, a senior               

royal, the sister of the ruling Emir, and an avid collector in the global art market, who offered her                   

approval. Al-Maadheed, who runs an advertising agency, said he had been offered to sell the               

rights to the original image to a private entity in Qatar, with estimates placing the initial offering                 

for the image between $5-10 million. He insisted it was not for sale “It’s a piece of history,” he                   

emphasized in an article with the New York Times. The emblem of the Emir has since been                 67

translated to English for the country's expatriate community which comprises the largest            

percentage of the population, and stickers, flags,banners, and other nationalistic memerobilia are            

now available across the country in both English and Arabic.  

66 “Tamim Al Majd becomes symbol of crisis,” Gulf Times (August 3rd, 2017) 
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Al-Maadheed, who runs an advertising agency, said he had been offered $10mn for the              

original Arabic design by a private party, but opted instead to gift it to the Emir.   68

The rights to the image have since been bought by the government, and it “has become an                 

icon of Qatari resistance.” It is frequently used by Qataris from the summer of 2017 onwards,                69

often in the form of car decals and large billboards across the country which people adorn with                 

signatures and messages of love, hope, and solidarity with the Emir. This illustration of the Emir                

and its widespread artistic depictions and everyday uses by citizens represents the heightened             

permeance of Qatari nationalist sentiment into regular life. As explained in the introductory             

section of this chapter, nationalism and loyalty to the state (and the regime to which it is                 

inextricably attached) have long existed in Qatar. In this regard, it is difficult to discern whether                

nationalist sentiment in and of itself has changed or increased over time. What we can instead                

discern is the outward expression of nationalist sentiment, expressed more overtly since the             

boycott very notably through this image of the Emir and the use of Sheikh Tamim as a surrogate                  

symbol for nationalism.  

 

68 “Tamim Al Majd becomes symbol of crisis,” Gulf Times 
69 Declan, “Wealthy Qatar Weathers Siege.” 



Almaadheed posing next to the original Arabic version of the Tamim Al Majd image, on display 

in the W Hotel in Doha.  70

 

The image has since been widely circulated throughout the country by citizens, residents, and              

government institutions alike, one of which is Q-Post, the country’s postal service, which             

released a collection of “Tamim Al Majd” postal stamps. Q-Post Chairman, Qatari citizen Faleh              

Al Naimi, commented that the stamps were intended “to express solidarity and unity with the               

people, leadership, country and government’s decisions in current situation.”  71

Another notable use of the image of the Emir is on car decals, and Whatsapp or other                 

social media profile pictures. Citizens surveyed in this study cited reasons such as a perceived               

need to show support for the Emir/ the state and regime as motivation for setting Sheikh Tamim                 

as their social media profile picture. Notably, it is evident that citizens deliberately place images               

of the Emir on objects which are: 

1. Highly visible, which is important because by choosing very visible objects this ensures             

Qataris perform their nationalism to as large of an ‘audience’ (for lack of a better word)                

as possible and that these sentiments are seen and reinforced in front of more people,               

thereby increasing the impact of the political message which such nationalism is intended             

to convey. 

2. An integral part of daily life, ensuring the permeance of Qatari nationalism and making it               

widespread in the sense that it is not only obvious, but also spans our day to day activities                  

and thus becomes a normalized part of our routines. 

70 “Tamim Al Majd becomes symbol of crisis,” Gulf Times 
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3.3.2 Visual Depictions of the Ruling Family and the boycott 

Since the boycott began, a number of important cultural depictions of Qatar’s political climate              

have emerged throughout the country. Many landmark pieces of this cultural response which             

have gained widespread popularity amongst Qataris have emerged under the watch of the Qatar              

Museums Authority. QMA is a Qatari government entity chaired by Sheikha Al Mayassa Bint              

Hamad Al Thani (a sister of the reigning monarch) whose stated mission is to act as a “cultural                  

instigator” in Qatar. In doing so, QMA seeks to broadly oversee the development of and               72

“sustain” the growth of the “cultural sector” in Qatar. It is apparent, then, that QMA’s goals are                 73

subtly but undoubtedly political. With its Chairwoman being a close member of Sheikh Tamim’s              

innermost ruling circle and its official goal is to help facilitate cultural creation and formation in                

Qatar, QMA seeks to influence the cultural narratives (and underlying political messages            

inherent to this) in Qatar by selectively promoting and curating specific works of art. Sheikha               

Mayassa occupies a government position of “particular importance” to consolidating the           

authority of the Al Thani rule. One example of such a cultural initiative by QMA is that of the                   74

Doha Fire Station’s exhibit, which curated the work of five Qatari artists as part of the                

Authority’s “100 Days of Blockade” initiative. The selected artworks are carefully chosen to             

depict themes such as Qatar’s sovereignty, resilience, and self-sufficiency under the guidance of             

the Emir and the Father Emir during the ongoing boycott.  

72 Qatar Museums, “Our purpose,” Qatar Museums Authority, 
http://www.qm.org.qa/en/our-purpose, (9th October 2019). 
73 Ibid.  
74 Kamrava, Mehran. In Qatar: Small State, Big Politics , 105-39. Ithaca; London: Cornell 
University Press, 2013. 
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One such art exhibition is a large concrete pillar jutting out of the courtyard at the Doha 

Fire Station Museum, a museum which describes itself as a “contemporary art space committed 

to supporting artists through its artist in residence program as well as engaging the local 

communities in Qatar.” The pillar is painted with half of Tamim’s face and half of Sheikh 

Hamad’s face, with Sheikh Tamim holding the acronym “GCC” in the palm of his hand. It is 

also emblazoned with words and phrases such as “dignity,” “prosperity,” “tolerance,” and “Qatar 

always.” Intended to symbolize Qatar’s stance after the blockade as the Emir emphasized 

attitudes of civility and diplomacy towards the blockading countries. In an interview with CBS 

60 minutes, Sheikh Tamim repeatedly emphasized the importance of Qatar’s sovereignty, saying 

that the country’s sovereignty is a “red line” and that the country would not entertain any 

attempts at “interfering [its] sovereignty. Similarly, the Emir expressed a political will towards 

resolving the diplomatic crisis, saying that “[we] want the crisis to end,” this artwork expresses 

these sentiments by displaying Sheikh Tamim as a representation of the aforementioned values 

and (at least through the form of a pillar) as a literal beacon of the country’s sovereignty, 

prioritization of diplomatic peacemaking, etc. 

 



 

Images of the pillar in the Doha Fire Station painted with the faces of Sheikh Tamim and the 

father emir as part of the “100 Days of Blockade” exhibition.  75

 

Another exhibit which carries a similar artistic message is a mural on the outside of the 

museum and pointed outwards towards a busy intersection, depicting the number 100 printed 

with Qatari flag, suspended by chains from which it is breaking away, and part of a line from the 

national anthem, “قطر ستبقي حرة تسمو بروح االوفیاء'' translating to “Qatar will remain free by the 

spirit of the loyal.” It is worth noting that the national anthem from which the lyric is drawn is 

titled “السالم األمیري” (The Emiri Salute), written as an ode to the country and its ruler, 

demonstrating the deeply institutionalized nature of Qatar’s glorification of rulers. In some sense, 

the institution of the Emir’s position is already associated with deeply seated connotations which 

75 Almeer, Ameena, pictures taken as primary source fieldwork at Doha Fire Station Museum, 
(December 12th, 2019).  



valorize the country’s ruler and emphasize themes such as Qatar’s sovereignty. The piece is 

intended to commemorate 100 days of the blockade and Qatar’s ongoing journey towards 

self-sufficiency, self-preservation, and insistence on the importance of its sovereignty and free 

expression of its political ideals in spite of the blockading countries’ demands. 

 

 

A mural on the outside of Doha Fire Station Museum as part of the “100 Days of 

Blockade” exhibition 

  

Although only 2 of the 5 artists who created pieces for this exhibit were Qatari, this 

exhibit is an important case of state-sponsored and encouraged nationalism because it shows how 

the state has capitalized on existing nationalist support and institutionalized these sentiments to 

solidify political support. Additionally, the project was overseen by the Qatari Director of the 

Fire Station Museum, Fahad Al Obaidly, who said that the works were inspired by the country’s 



“present political situation,” thus demonstrating how Qatari citizens who are uniquely placed to 

stimulate cultural and artistic production have seized the opportunity to do so by facilitating 

artistic discourse around the boycott. 

Other relevant cultural depictions of the blockade include songs written specifically in 

honor of the Emir or in dedication to the state, including the song One Nation by Qatari singer 

and composer Dana Al-Fardan posted to YouTube on the one year anniversary of the boycott 

with the following caption:  

 

“We’re coming up to 1 year since the illegal blockade on Qatar.  

A year ago, despite great uncertainties, we remained steadfast behind our principles, and united 

behind our ruler, who led by example and maintained high moral standards in the face of 

adversity.  

Today, we all stand taller and wiser. We are One Nation and One spirit, bursting with creativity.  

Today we are grateful for our blessings and our stands in solidarity for a better tomorrow. 

Dana Al Fardan  went back to the studio and reworked  the song released last year “One Nation”.  

The new video released today is to reflect the developments since the siege was announced last 

5th of June.”  76

 

There are several points of interest in the video’s caption, as well as its lyrics. First, the 

boycott is referred to as an “illegal blockade,” emphasizing the perceived threat by Qataris of the 

boycott towards their livelihoods. At the end of the caption, Al-Fardan once again describes the 

76 Al Fardan, Dana “ONE NATION: A Year Later,” YouTube (June 5th, 2018), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOMc0is4Fx8 



event as a “siege,” formally defined as a military attack intended to surround an area or country 

and cutting off essential supplies, with the intent of facilitating a political surrender from the 

besieged area. The use of such strong (and arguably inaccurate language) indicates the threat of 

possible military intervention, which, at the time of the video’s posting, was not a particularly 

overwhelming threat to Qatar from the blockading countries. The caption also describes how the 

country remained “steadfast” in its principles and “united behind [its] ruler, emphasizing the role 

of Sheikh Tamim’s image in current Qatari nationalist discourses. 

 

3.3.3 Public Diplomacy and Domestic Politics 

The question of the importance of public diplomacy (both at home and abroad) and how it has 

helped foster domestic nationalist sentiment relates to the study’s overarching query into the 

nature and various forms of expression of Qatari nationalism. By looking more narrowly at the 

valorization of the Emir as a global representative of Qatar and as an embodiment of the 

country’s norms and principles, one better understands how and why the Emir has become such a 

vastly popular symbol of Qatari nationalism and the political reasons citizens offer to explain 

their support. One particularly prominent example of the newly renewed importance of public 

diplomacy in fostering domestic cohesion is that of the Emir’s speech at the United Nations 

General Assembly in September 2017, after which he was enthusiastically welcomed by citizens 

on the corniche upon his return to Qatar. Thousands of Qataris had gathered on the corniche in 

central Doha to show support for the Emir after his first trip abroad after the onset of the Gulf 

crisis. Al Jazeera described it as a show of “patriotic fervour” and reported that the event was 

relevant insofar as it was used as a “show of unity” and to send “a message to the international 



community that despite the fact that a blockade was imposed on the country, they continue to 

fight for what they consider to be a legitimate right to defend the sovereignty of Qatar.”  This 77

question is also relevant as it demonstrates the inclination towards norm entrepreneurship 

displayed by many small states, by which a country will appeal to and assimilate into the norms 

and principles of international and regional organizations which it joins. Finally, the case is 

unique and important in demonstrating the initial surge in nationalist sentiment in Qatari directly 

after the onset of the blockade, as the Emir’s address at the UNGA came shortly after the boycott 

began. 

 Upon the Emir’s return, people enthusiastically attended in crowds, waving flags, 

decorating their cars, and even throwing rose petals on the Emir’s motorcade.  The context of 78

his trip was particularly relevant as Sheikh Tamim used his speech at the UN General Assembly 

to refute accusations of terrorism from the blockading countries, saying during his address that 

[his] country and [his] people are subjected to an ongoing and unjust blockade imposed since 

June 5 by neighbouring countries.”  Citizens surveyed spoke highly of the Emir’s efforts to 79

travel to foreign countries and international platforms as a means of reinforcing the country’s 

diplomatic stance during the boycott and attempts to mediate the dispute. One respondent 

described how the event led people to view the Emir as a “hero.” It is crucial to note that this 

display on the corniche was not part of a coordinated effort amongst citizens to overtly perform 

their support for the Emir, nor was it a state-sponsored or encouraged initiative. Rather, people 

gathered on the corniche of their own volition. This is an excellent example of Benedict 

Anderson’s concept of imagined communities, whereby members of a community do not 

77 “Thousands greet Qatar Emir on return home amid crisis, The Middle East Eye 
78 Ibid. 
79 Ibid. 



necessarily meet with one another or have the chance to explicitly choose how and why they 

associate with one another (indeed, even in the smallest societies such as Qatar, Anderson points 

out that many members of such communities will never have met each other).  Instead, 80

Anderson’s work provides a valuable theory which we can apply to argue that this performance 

of nationalism and show of support for the Emir arose from a tacit understanding of one’s 

membership of an overarching communal structure. 

This support for the Emir echoes some responses previously given by participants, 

particularly those who emphasized the Emir’s “tireless” efforts to ensure Qatari citizens did not 

suffer any tangible economic impacts as trade routes and food security briefly became more 

difficult to achieve. In this sense, one sees that the reciprocal nature of Qatari nationalism is 

rooted not only in the Emir’s domestic policy actions, but also in the rulers actions abroad and 

how opportunities for foreign diplomacy have been used to circulate Qatar’s narrative on the 

blockade. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

The new face of Qatari nationalism has developed since the onset of the boycott in several main 

ways. First, it is apparent that Sheikh Tamim has quickly become the poster-child of Qatari 

nationalist sentiment and support for the country, as Qataris consider the state and the ruler of its 

regime to be synonymous. This is due to a number of reasons, not least of all the reciprocal 

nature of the relationship between citizens and the Emir through which they feel obliged to show 

their political support in exchange for the Emir’s efforts to keep the country economically stable 

80 Anderson, Benedict R. O'G. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism. (London: Verso, 1991). 



and politically consolidated during the boycott (drawing on and reinforcing the much older 

rentier dynamic which is, at its core, similarly characterized by economic and political 

reciprocity).  

Another determining factor of how Qatari nationalism has developed is that of artwork 

and cultural expression, primarily through visual representations of the Emir and the boycott, 

songs, slogans, and other easily spread mediums which narrate the nature of the boycott. The 

image of Tamim Al Majd and its widespread popularity amongst Qataris writ large has been 

invaluable in helping to consolidate support for the Emir, proving citizens with a material and 

visual representation of their political sentiments and helping to exacerbate an existing 

inclination to “rally around the flag” (or in this case, rally around the Emir). 

Finally, it is evident that the creation of this new Qatari nationalism is rarely disputed, if 

at all, for its importance by citizens as Qataris surveyed indicate an overwhelming enthusiasm to 

opt into this nationalistic discourse by showing their support for the Emir. While the respondents 

and the country’s history reaffirm that Qatari nationalism and loyalty to the ruler and their 

regime have always been a central component of Qataris’ political affiliations, Qatari 

nationalism and loyalty to the state and its ruler have undoubtedly enjoyed a renewed and 

reinvigorated importance as perceived threats within the regional security complex prompts 

citizens to seek guidance and reassurance from their ruler. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 
 

From Tribalism to Nationalist Affinities 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter explores the extent to which the prioritization of a Qatari identity has increased in 

importance since 2017 and whether this has come at the expense of citizens’ ability to associate 

with their broader tribal or familial ties. Prior to the blockade, GCC citizens could freely 

associate themselves with other Gulf countries by means of a collective khaleeji (Persian Gulf) 

identity or through associating themselves with family members from other countries within the 

Gulf. However, popular discourses within the Gulf since June of 2017 suggest that there has 

been a sharp rise in nationalist and royalist sentiments throughout the region, most notably in 

Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Qatar. This chapter examines the effects of the 

blockade on these sentiments by analysing surveys undertaken for this project on Qatari citizens’ 

perceptions of royalism, nationalism, and loyalties towards their tribal affiliations.  

Ultimately, the aims of the chapter are twofold: first, present an understanding of how 

Qatari citizens’ nationalist, tribal, and royalist affiliations have changed post-blockade to find out 

which of these sentiments are now strongest; secondly, analyze the survey results to understand 

how these identities related to one another before and after the blockade. While the previous 

chapter demonstrated that there has indeed been an increase in nationalist sentiment, this chapter 

looks at how these increased Qatari nationalist sentiments interact with pre-existing social 

affiliations. Before the blockade, did GCC citizens identify with both nationalist sentiments? 

After the blockade, do GCC citizens feel that these identities are mutually exclusive or inherently 



contradictory, as well as whether citizens now exercise more nationalist sentiments despite 

long-standing tribal affiliations spread throughout a deeply fragmented GCC?  

In analysing the results of the surveys and comparing existing trends in responses with 

current demographic groups in Qatari society, three forms of social groups are broadly analyzed 

here to examine some of the nuances in the differences between various tribal, ethnic, and 

national backgrounds and the participants. In each case, I attempted to determine whether 

differences between sub-groups and divisions within Qatari identity between citizens still 

remained after the blockade, or in the case that some of these differences were not eradicated I 

was interested in whether they were instead glossed over in the name of a wider and more 

broadly applicable “Qatari” identity: 

- Differences between Qataris of different tribal backgrounds: Throughout Qatar, even 

though they are all Qatari various tribes have slightly varying traditions, linguistic 

practices, etc. so do differences between tribes more generally hold? 

- Differences between Qataris of urban vs. Bedouin tribal backgrounds more 

specifically 

- Differences between Qataris of varying ethnic backgrounds: In a later section of the 

chapter, I compare outlying responses recorded from participants of mixed-Qatari 

parentage to analyse if and why participants of varying ethnic backgrounds or differences 

between Qataris of varying ethnic backgrounds hold, and is there a noticeable difference 

between Qatari citizens of mixed ethnic parentage versus fully Qatari parentage? 

Methodologically, this chapter relies exclusively on specific questions from the subject 

interviews I conducted for this study because it gives the most direct insight into how people’s 



political sentiments and social affiliations have changed since 2017. This chapter focuses on 

questions which highlight the importance of Qatari identity particularly as it pertains to other 

forms of identity. The logic behind asking questions specifically on Qatari identity in relation to 

khaleeji and tribal identity is because it works as a proxy which indicates a shift from tribal to 

nationalist affinities is that it reveals whether Qataris are willing to discard potential associations 

they have with the blockading countries for the sake of preserving Qatari identity, thereby giving 

an indication of how important Qatari identity is (particularly if citizens are willing to downplay 

the importance of something as intimate and personal as their familial ties). Participants were 

asked questions which specifically examined the intersection between their various social 

affiliations, with particular reference to how the blockade has impacted the social dynamics 

within Qatar and whether this has had a tangible effect on tribal versus nationalist affinities. 

 

 

4.2 Changes in tribal and social dynamics 

4.2.1 Analysing participant responses on nationalist and tribal affinities 

The purpose of this analysis and these questions was to facilitate a semi-structured conversation 

to prompt answers on whether the reinvigoration and increase of nationalist sentiment in Qatar 

after the boycott has potentially (1) heightened the importance of signifying and identifying 

oneself as “Qatari” and (2) has done so at the expense of Qataris being able to associate with 

their wider tribal and familiar affiliations. Several questions in the survey were designed 

specifically for this purpose, asking participants questions regarding:  



1) Extended family in UAE, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain: I asked this to determine whether 

participants had reason to potentially feel an affinity for a wider Persian Gulf (khaleeji) 

identity or any reason to have any connection towards a set of wider network of tribal ties 

which might overlap or compete with their Qatari identity, particularly when these ties 

extent to “blockading” countries. Qatari participants have confirmed that they have 

extended familial ties mostly in Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and other parts of the GCC. Of 

all participants surveyed, 15.78% had family members or extended tribal ties within 

Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Bahrain, and all Qatari participants had family ties in the 

GCC more widely, demonstrating that the vast majority of Qataris sampled at the time of 

this study had social and familial affiliations in other Gulf countries, including the 

boycotting countries. This is useful in terms of understanding how Qatari citizens’ social 

affiliations have shifted after the blockade from tribal social structures and more towards 

state-centric nationalist affiliations towards their respective country. Below is a relative 

frequency table displaying the categories of Qataris sampled. This is important as it 

indicates that most respondents did indeed have strong familial ties to other countries in 

the Gulf, including blockading countries, prior to the boycott, thus presenting the 

possibility of contention between existing and potentially overlapping identities during 

times of political crisis. It is worth noting that some of the below categories (such as the 

third and fourth) in this table overlap with one another, and that the relative frequencies 

do not add up to 100.  

 

 Frequency Relative frequency 

Qatari-only parentage 12 63.15% 



Mixed-Qatari parentage  7 36.84% 

Mixed-Qatari parentage 
(within the Persian Gulf) 

4 21.05% 

Mixed-Qatari parentage 
(within blockading countries) 

3 15.78% 

 

Relative frequency table displaying heritage of Qataris based on Qatar-only versus 

Mixed-Qatari parentage (derived from participant surveys).  81

 

2) Importance of their Qatari identity before vs. after the blockade: When asked how their 

identity, particularly in relation to the state, has developed since the blockade, 

participants emphasized that Qatari identity had always been central to their identity and 

that it was something they were “raised with.” Participants said that “there has always 

been a loyalty” from citizens towards the state all participants confirmed that their 

identity as a Qatari person and their sense of wider belonging within a national group has 

remained important throughout their life. When asked to compare this to after the 

blockade, citizens confirm the hypothesis that they now prioritize Qatari state and society 

over their extended familial and tribal ties and that “solidarity” between Qatari people. 

This was true even for participants who said they had extended family in GCC countries 

which held hostile political sentiments towards Qatar, as the blockade has “cemented” the 

importance of Qatari identity or made it “stronger” in the face of outside threats.  

3) Loyalty towards Qatar vs. wider familial ties: I asked this to determine whether it is true 

there has been a shift in political or social affiliations and whether the social structures 

81 Derived from survey results conducted as primary source fieldwork. 



which Qataris most closely associated with after the blockade are tribal or national. 

Before vs. after the blockade, citizens say that they prioritise their Qatari identity and that 

it has become increasingly important to do so for reasons explored in the previous 

chapter.  Participants also pointed out that the various tribes in the country have 

demonstrated a “unification” and that an overarching Qatari identity takes precedence 

over tribal divisions or other affinities. Several participants of varying religious 

backgrounds noted that since the blockade has forced greater consolidation between 

various Qatari demographic groups, there was a lesser emphasis placed on Shi’a and 

Sunni heritage Qataris, and that there was not “a big distinction” between the Shi’a and 

Sunni communities at the height of nationalist sentiment after the blockade. However, 

Shi’a participants said that this was short-lived and that Shi’a-Sunni Qataris have gone 

“back to normal,” while participants of various tribal demonstrated that the overall 

impact of the blockade seemed to smooth over divisions between various tribal groups as 

part of an effort to present an outwardly unified “Qatari” identity. For example, 

participants from both originally nomadic (bedouin) tribes gave similar responses to their 

urban (hadhar) tribes offered similar responses.  

4) Perceived importance of supporting Qatar and Emir after the blockade (importance of 

prioritizing Qatari identity through a display of nationalist loyalty towards the state): this 

was asked to determine the reason for this shift from tribal affinities towards nationalist 

sentiments and understand why the shift towards Qatari identity is more important. 

Respondents affirmed that while nationalism and loyalty towards the regime have always 

existed quite strongly in Qatar, these feelings have become more prominent since 2017.  



 

4.2.2 Differences Between Participants of Qatari-only parentage vs. Mixed Parentage 

This study did not posit any specific sub-hypotheses pertaining to how Qataris of mixed 

parentage would react to nationalist sentiment in Qatar in relation to their Qatari-only 

counterparts. Yet the evidence of the interviews in this respect seemed noteworthy as Qataris of 

mixed parentage seemed to offer responses which varied slightly from those of their counterparts 

of Qatar-only parentage.  

Participants of mixed Qatari heritage spoke about this aspect of their identity in response 

to several questions in particular: 

- A brief description of the participant and their background: Participants were asked to 

give short descriptions of themselves during the semi-structured interviews. While many 

were fully Qatari with parents who were both from Qatar or both of whom held Qatari 

passports when their parents married, some had mothers of various ethnic backgrounds 

and nationalities (from countries and places such as the UK, Europe, UAE, Kuwait, 

Oman, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia).  

- The perceived importance of their Qatari identity before and after the blockade: There 

was some difference between Qatari participants of mixed-parentage versus Qatari-only 

parentage and the importance they attached to prioritizing their Qatari identity; while 

Qataris of mixed-parentage overarchingly sampled here gave similar responses to Qataris 

of Qatari-only parentage. However, there were some outliers as some participants of 

mixed ethnicity parentage said that although their Qatari identity is important, it has not 

tangibly changed or become more central to their political and social affiliations after the 



blockade. One participant of half Qatari, half European descent said that while they have 

always identified as Qatari and considered their Qatari identity important, the blockade 

has not had “as strong” an individual influence and that they had “greater loyalty” 

towards the country. Similarly, another participant of half-Qatari, half-Palestinian origin 

said that although they are “very proud” to be Qatari, their identity was characterised by a 

“mix of both cultures,” with neither particularly overwhelming the other. While this 

participant elaborated by saying that the importance of his Qatari side may have become 

“amplified a little” since the boycott began, they said that with regards to the nature of 

their nationalist sentiments towards Qatari, they “wouldn’t say much has changed.” This 

further suggests that Qataris of mixed-parentage are more resistant to a surge in 

nationalist sentiment; while they do “cherish” their Qatari identity, it has not become the 

only relevant characterization of their ethnic, cultural, or national identity. 

- Support for the Emir and ruling family as displays of nationalism: Qataris of mixed 

parentage offered similar responses when asked about support for the Emir, reaffirming 

the importance of showing support for Sheikh Tamim and the Al Thani ruling family 

since the boycott began. However, while many did reaffirm the responses of their 

Qatari-only counterparts by saying that demonstrating “loyalty” to the Emir was 

important during the ongoing boycott, several mixed-Qatari participants were cautionary 

towards showing patriotism “blindly” or stated that they didn’t consider the Emir as a 

“symbol” for the country (perhaps demonstrating a lesser tendency between Qataris of 

mixed parentage to conflate royalism with nationalism, as opposed to Qatari-only 



parented participants who answered with greater frequency that they viewed the Emir as 

a “symbol” for the country and nationalist sentiment).  

 

4.3 Conclusions: 

As demonstrated above, Qatari citizens have largely chosen to prioritize their political loyalties 

towards the state and the Emir over their previously established tribal and familial ties. This was 

true of participants with mixed-parentage (whose immediate parental relations were 

mixed-Qatari) and for participants who broadly held familial and tribal ties throughout the GCC. 

The tendency of Qataris to define their Qatari identity and situate this in relation to outside 

threats demonstrates the  “antithetical” nature of nationalism as described by Kamrava, as Qatari 

citizens define themselves as a larger and more unified group in relation to a hostile “othering” 

force.  In this regard, Qatari nationalism as it has developed in the past few years is antithetical 82

in nature because Qataris situate their national identity in relation to perceived hostilities from 

UAE/Saudi Arabia/Bahrain 

The suggestion by some participants that the blockade was able to temporarily relieve 

tensions between families and tribes of Sunni versus Shi’a origin within Qatar and foster 

religious unity in the face of outside threat is interesting, and this may warrant further 

investigation on how existing group divisions may work with or be detrimental to long-run 

feelings of group solidarity. It would also be interesting how pre-existing social affiliations such 

as tribalism intersect with or contradict religious affiliations such as tribalism. 

82 Kamrava, Mehran. The Modern Middle East: A Political History Since The First World War. 
University Of California Press, 2005. Accessed April 30, 2020. 
Www.Jstor.Org/Stable/10.1525/J.Ctt1pp816. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 

Gendered Expressions of Qatari Nationalism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter examines the gendered discrepancies between how Qatari men and women perform 

nationalist displays in public spheres. It does so by examining how cultural, social, and religious 

undertones in Qatar dictate the bounds of women’s political and nationalist public expressions, 

oftentimes by limiting Qatari women’s displays of nationalism to the private sphere. This study 

argues that this occurs because of social and religious perceptions which limit women’s 

behavior, as public displays of nationalism which are considered to connote sexual immorality 

threaten to discredit the national brand of a nation in societies where social standards of honor 

(particularly in countries like Qatar) are closely tied to reputation and respectability. 

Methodologically, this chapter relies partially on observational research methods which included 

the first-hand documentation of nationalist events and displays. This includes images of 

audiences at sporting events and audiences at football games.  as well as an analysis of answers 

provided by both female and male participants (and the discrepancies between these answers) 

during the semi-structured interviews. In employing both methods of analysis, the chapter was 

designed to mitigate the risk of preference falsification amongst both male and female 

participants (for example, male participants may have been unaware of or willing to downplay 

social restrictions placed on Qatari women as a result of cultural norms). 

 

 

 

 



5.2 Analysing Qatari Women’s Nationalist Expressions in Public Spaces 

5.2.1 Observable Gendered Discrepancies During Sports Events  

Sports and attending sporting events are becoming increasingly relevant in Qatar as the country 

prepares itself to host the 2022 FIFA World Cup. Since Qatar won its bid to host the 2022 World 

Cup, sporting events are increasingly seen as a platform for nationalist displays because Qataris 

use it to show support for the state of Qatar. As the country gears up to 2022, stadiums and other 

infrastructure, alongside sporting events in which the Qatar national football team competes, 

have gained increasing traction and popular support as the image and branding of these 

initiatives is directly tied to Qatar’s preparations for the World Cup.  There are several examples 83

of particular football matches which have held significant cultural and political value for Qatari 

citizens, such as the Qatar vs. UAE Gulf Cup match in December 2019. This match, in 

particular, held a great degree of cultural and political significance because Qatari citizens 

viewed the match between the UAE and Qatari national teams as a proxy for the ongoing dispute 

between the two countries. Another relevant example is the Qatar vs. UAE match in the Asian 

Cup semifinals, in which Qatar won 4-0. UAE fans responded by angrily hurling shoes at 

members of the Qatari team, and the Qatari national anthem was “loudly booed” by UAE fans 

amidst tensions between the two countries.   84

 

83 Hartley, Joanna, “Qatar launches for 2022 FIFA World Cup,” Arabian Business (May 18th, 
2009), 
https://www.arabianbusiness.com/qatar-launches-brand-for-2022-fifa-world-cup-bid-19104.html 
84 “Qatar beat hosts United Arab Emirates 4-0 to reach the final of the Asian Cup in a game that 
witnessed UAE fans throwing shoes at opposition players.” BBC Sport (January 29th, 2019) 
https://www.bbc.com/sport/football/47049246 



 

A series of images from the Daily Mail showing shoes, water bottles, and other rubbish thrown 

at Qatari players after the Asian Cup semifinal  85

 

Qatari citizens, in response, have made a series of humorous depictions in popular culture 

which demonstrate how the political sensitivities of the boycott have come to be represented 

through sporting events as stand-ins for wider issues, such as food security. The below image is a 

joking depiction of the two largest national agricultural companies in Qatar and Saudi Arabia 

(Baladna and Almarai respectively) circulated by Qataris leading up to the match between Qatar 

and Saudi Arabia in the 2019 Gulf Cup. 

 

85 Ibid.  



 

Image depicting the Qatar vs. Saudi Arabia game of the 2019 Gulf Cup by using logos of the two 

countries’ largest agricultural companies. 

 

As such, it is evident that post-boycott, sporting events have come to occupy an 

increasingly relevant ideological and political battleground between Qatar and its neighboring 

rival states, and attendance at such events has become a show of nationalist support. However, 

while men are frequently seen attending and cheering at sporting matches, football games in 

particular, Qatari women are massively underrepresented and tend not to attend these events. 

Observational analysis carried out for this study shows that, when examining audiences at 

football games, particularly games which Qataris consider as having particular political 

connotations (such as Qatar vs. UAE Gulf Cup match on December 2nd 2019), the Qatari 

audience is largely comprised of men, easily identifiable by their white thobes and ghitras, many 



of whom attend in groups with other men in their age group and wave flags or adorn themselves 

with scarves and face paint throughout the game as a show of nationalist support. This 

inclination towards overwhelmingly male attendance also applies to celebrations after sporting 

events, including maseeras which Qatari women do not typically attend, or if they do attend are 

not expected to participate to the same extent that men do. A maseerah involves a parade of 

individual people’s cars on the street, and people adorn their vehicles with flags, car decals, 

gaudy lights and decorations, and play loud music. Younger men, in particular, can be seen 

sitting on the roofs and windows of their cars or leaning out of their car to wave flags, while 

women stay inside the car and participate primarily by watching rather than showing themselves 

too explicitly in public. 

 

5.2.2 Analysing discrepancies between male and female respondents 

Interestingly, female respondents gave some conflicting answers on whether they felt it was 

social expectations versus personal preference which led women towards more discrete displays 

of nationalist sentiments. Both male and female participants answered two questions in particular 

which indicated this and showed some discrepancies in how they viewed gendered nationalism 

and its public displays: 

1. How do you like to show your support for Qatar and the Emir after the blockade?  

a. Here, female participants responded with roughly similar answers to their male 

counterparts, although there answers were often vaguer. For instance, one female 

participant said that her displays of nationalist support involved “showing loyalty 

and love [for the country] through different means” without providing further 



elaboration, while another said that she showed her support by “speaking up about 

the topic.” On the other hand, male participants tended to give more specific 

answers by saying that they would “attend football games and maseerahs” or 

using car decals of Sheikh Tamim.  

b. However, combining the results of this question with non-participant observations 

of female subjects’ day-to-day belongings (such as their social media profiles or 

phone cases) showed that women were more inclined towards displays of 

nationalism which were more discreet than their male counterparts. For instance, 

while male participants would occasionally use pictures of Sheikh Tamim as their 

WhatsApp or Instagram profile pictures, female participants did so more 

frequently. Here, due to a general lack of detail from female participants it 

became difficult to discern which behaviors were more common amongst male vs. 

female participants. 

 

2. Is there a difference in how Qatari men and women display their nationalist sentiments 

after the blockade?  

a. On the other hand, male participants more homogeneously agreed that a lack of 

public participation in nationalist events from women was either non-optional due 

to social pressures and restraints, or that their decision to stay home was strongly 

influenced (if not wholly constrained) by social expectations placed on women. In 

this regard, many male participants may have been more candid in their answers 

regarding the permissibility of women’s occupation of public spaces. One male 



participant said that women’s inclination to stay home and watch televised events 

(such as football matches or the Emir’s speech at the UN General Assembly) was 

due to social constraints which then impact women’s freedom of personal choice. 

Male participants also stated that, although they attended maseerahs and football 

matches, there was no visible change to them on the frequency of women’s 

participation in these events.  

b. Conversely, female participants would sometimes corroborate or contradict this 

statement. Most said that, although it has typically been more taboo for women to 

attend sporting events, it has been more easy for women to express themselves in 

public (i.e. that nationalist displays from women in public are becoming more 

mainstream in spite of social constraints). In this regard, most female participants 

seemed to agree that while going out in public was typically more challenging for 

women given the specific cultural context, it has become more acceptable in 

recent years since the boycott began and the perceived importance of nationalist 

displays has increased. It is unclear, however, whether this push towards greater 

female participation in public spaces has been made easier specifically by the 

social climate created by the boycott or whether this change has come as a result 

of  

c. Fewer female participants simply answered that women are “more behind the 

scenes” and were more inclined towards shows of nationalism. On the other hand, 

men were “very public” with their displays and could “post pictures” or attend 

events such as football matches more freely. The female participants who 



provided these answers did not provide further detail on the individual differences 

between women and men or on the individual differences between women 

themselves,  

d. The overall consensus then, between both female and male participants, is that 

Qatari women generally have greater difficulty performing nationalism in public, 

although the degree of public participation varies between individual women and 

has increased over time as Qatari women begin enjoying a larger presence in 

public spheres. Some female participants also offered anecdotal evidence to 

support this idea, with one female participant saying that there were now girls 

they knew who participate in football games and maseerahs despite having 

previously thought their parents would not allow it; this ties back to the notion 

that female displays of nationalism in public depended on the degree of social, 

cultural, and religious norms in place dictated by existing social structures 

comprised of wider familial and tribal ties. 

 

5.2.3 Cultural Expressions of Gendered Nationalism 

One important cultural expression of Qatari nationalism since the blockade is a song called                شومي

له written as a tribute to Sheikh Tamim. The name of the song, which roughly translates to a                  

command asking that citizens “prepare for” the Emir and his presence, is derived from a classical                

Qatari colloquialism usually typical to bedouins. The song is also addressed in female verbs, thus               

gendering the actions described and assigning them to women; the idea behind the song is that                

the women to whom it is addressed are intended to prepare for the arrival of a guest, referring                  



back to a common idea in Qatari culture of “the woman of the house” البیت) ,(امرأة which                 

describes a female figurehead such as a mother who is responsible for the typical domestic duties                

of a household. While the song does not say this in any explicit terms, the cultural and linguistic                  

context of the lyrics subtly refer back to and reinforce the importance of women’s sexual and                

reproductive labour as having a specified place a central matter of reputation which is              

particularly important in a conservative society like Qatar, reinforces feminine role in household             

and society. Although the song does not specifically reference Sheikh Tamim or any of the Al                

Thani family, the subject of the song is described as a “glorious” young ruler, synonymous with                

the depiction of Sheikh Tamim in the “Tamim Al Majd” (with the word المجد used both for the                  

image and in the song, stemming from the root word مجد meaning “glory”). 

In its phrasing, the song both reaffirms and defines more specifically the nationalistic 

importance of a female presence within a domestic context; the female conjugation of the verbs 

asks its listeners to “prepare” for the presence of Sheikh Tamim, drawing on the norm of 

women’s presence in the household or domestic duties by situating it in the context of the new, 

post-boycott Qatari form of nationalist sentiment which glorifies the image of the Emir as a just, 

fair, and beloved ruler. 

 شومي له شومي له
 یا ام الهدب راعي الحدب شومي له

 شیًخ تنومس البته وقفاته
 شومي له

 عن جیله عن جیله
 من صغر سنه فارًق عن جیله

 الصامل اللي بینت صمالته
 عن جیله

 یا ویله یا ویله
 اللي طمع في دارنا یا ویله

 ما ینفعه باسه

 وال حیالته یا ویله
 ودي له ودي له

 یا نسمًة عقب المطر ودي له
 سالم شعًب صادقه نیاته

 ودي له
 نثني له نثني له

 با ارواحنا وأرماحنا نثني له
 حنا سند حكمه وحن قواته

 نثني له
 قولي له قولي له

 شعبك حلف لك بالوفى قولي له



 قولي له والمجد حنا عزوته وحماته
 

 

The original Arabic lyrics to the nationalist song “شومي له” written in dedication to Sheikh 

Tamim.  86

 

5.3 Conclusion 

There are several points of interest in this chapter which may warrant further research as the                

specific sub-hypotheses here were not always confirmed as they had been in previous chapters.              

While there are obvious cultural and social gendered undertones which distinguish the bounds of              

acceptable public behavior differently for Qatari women than those for men, the precise nature of               

how (and whether) there is a causal link between gendered dynamics and nationalist expressions              

remains unclear. Qualitative evidence and images from audiences at football matches or crowds             

in maseerahs overwhelmingly show young Qatari men. However, when asked more specifically            

about this in interviews female participants did not provide conclusive answers on the reasons for               

this gender discrepancy, while male participants more firmly argued that women’s lack of             

participation in these. This may suggest a degree of preference falsification amongst female             

participants who may be reluctant to discuss social and religious restraints on their behavior.              

Conversely, this may indicate that there are unidentified lurking variables aside from cultural and              

religious norms to account for the difference in men and women’s preferred displays of              

nationalist sentiments. In this case, the hypothesis posited in the introductory chapter which             

86 Muhammad Al Kuwari, “شومي له” Al-Sharq Newspaper, (2020) 
https://al-sharq.com/opinion/10/02/2019/شومي-له 

https://al-sharq.com/opinion/10/02/2019/%D8%B4%D9%88%D9%85%D9%8A-%D9%84%D9%87
https://al-sharq.com/opinion/10/02/2019/%D8%B4%D9%88%D9%85%D9%8A-%D9%84%D9%87


speculated that “the expression of Qatari nationalism varies between men and women, and             

women are less likely to perform their nationalism in public spaces based on social and religious                

perceptions of what is ‘eib (shameful) or sexually immoral feminine behavior” cannot be             

conclusively confirmed or disproven in light of the responses given by female participants and              

how these answers at times seemed to conflict with the observations made and responses given               

by male participants. Here, we refuse to reject the null hypothesis. Further null hypothesis testing               

for this sample proportion of the population was not viable as the sample did not meet all three                  

data assumptions required for this type of quantitative analysis. Although the sample size             

represents less than 10% of the overall Qatari population, the sample was not randomized and               

was instead selected through a snowball sampling method). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.1 Relevance and Implications 

Ultimately, several important conclusions can be drawn from the above research with relevant 

implications on how this will impact the future of Qatar and its politics, both domestic and 

foreign. The relevance of this study’s conclusions is twofold: first, the study is relevant for its 

domestic political implications, and second, for its implications on regional (and to a lesser 

extent international) politics and international relations. 

First and foremost, from a comparativist perspective this study provides vital insights into             

the resilience of politics in Qatar and the possible longevity of Al Thani regime. In               

demonstrating the increased nationalist fervour across Qatar since the onset of the boycott, the              

study proves a marked rise in support for the ruling Al Thani elites which has possible                

implications for the sustainability of the Al Thani regime; as support for the regime and the                

consolidation of power amongst various politically influential tribes has been a central area of              

focus for the Al Thanis since the discovery of oil and the country’s independence, the longevity                

of the Al Thani rule is no doubt reinforced by this change in political sentiments and loyalty.                 

This conclusion may lend itself to further analysis by other social scientists when studying the               

possible transition to democracy in the Persian Gulf; scholars such as Kristian Coates Ulrichsen              

have pointed out that authoritarian monarchies face a number of challenges which stifle the              

progress of economic and political diversification, such as the lack of civil society and discourse               

and the unwillingness of rulers to dismantle existing patronage networks in their rentier states.              87

This project contributes to this area of study by drawing conclusions which further examine the               

87 Ulrichsen, Kristian Coates, “Post-rentier economic challenges,” India Quarterly, Volume: 73 
issue: 2, p. 210-226. 



potential challenges that Qatar and other Persian Gulf monarchies will face in terms of political               

democratization and economic diversification, as the demonstrated outpouring of nationalist          

support in Qatar and across the Persian Gulf lends itself more towards political stability rather               

than institutional dynamism and change. Similarly, this study provides valuable conclusions on            

the nature of political arrangements in Qatar and other small state authoritarian monarchies and              

their forms of power consolidation, namely by demonstrating how power consolidation in            

politically authoritarian states need not oppose widespread public opinion. In the Qatari case             

where much of the nationalist and royalist sentiments analysed in this study come from a               

bottom-up societal level, this presents a unique social phenomenon in which the country’s             

political narratives seem to be equally shaped by both the regime and the citizens living under its                 

rule. 

The secondary relevance of this project stems from its potential implications on the future              

of the GCC and the insights it offers on Qatar’s relationship with its fellow Gulf states.                

Understanding how nationalism and a separate cultural zeitgeist have developed after the            

blockade may indicate a degree of alienation between Qatar and the rest of the GCC states,                

prompting important questions on the possibility of political reconciliation between these           

countries. If it is true that Qatar has developed a national identity which now disregards its                

affiliation with the GCC and emphasizes citizens’ loyalty to the Emir and state, will Qatar and its                 

people have an active interest in GCC re-integration? Moreover, it can be argued that one of the                 

main reasons the GCC emerged as an ecopolitical entity because smaller states like Qatar needed               

to ensure their security and sovereignty, and the Gulf states were more inclined to align               

themselves with Saudi Arabia over Iran as the dominant power within the Gulf regional security               



complex. However, this study demonstrates an important shift in narratives within Qatar on the              

country’s security alliances, such that Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Bahrain are now viewed as               

ideologically, politically, and perhaps militarily threatening (hence the marked increase in           

nationalism). As such, the study may lay the groundwork for further research on the security               

dynamics within the GCC states in the contemporary day and poses questions on the actual               

importance of the GCC itself. If, in fact, the security alliances which once provided Qatar with a                 

sense of economic and political stability are fast disintegrating and domestic narratives are             

shifting accordingly, will Qatar even feel a need to rekindle these ties with other Persian Gulf                

states? And if this relationship is no longer fulfilling its intended goals of providing greater               

stability and security to Qatar within the Gulf regional security complex, is it useful to continue                

Qatar’s membership of the GCC at all? 

 

6.2 Further research and testing  

As explained above, the hypothesis posited in the third substantive chapter (on gendered             

expressions of nationalism), “the expression of Qatari nationalism varies between men and            

women, and women are less likely to perform their nationalism in public spaces based on social                

and religious perceptions of what is ‘eib (shameful) or sexually immoral feminine behavior,”             

could not be conclusively confirmed or disproven in light of the responses given by female               

participants and how these answers at times seemed to potentially contradict with the             

observations made and responses offered by their male counterparts. The study is unable to reject               

the null hypothesis, as further null hypothesis testing for this sample proportion of the population               



was not viable because the sample did not meet all three data assumptions required for this type                 

of quantitative analysis. While the sample did represent less than 10% of the overall Qatari               

population, the sample was not randomized and was instead selected through a snowball             

sampling method. Additionally, the study may have benefitted from the use of a dummy variable               

to properly quantify the responses given by participants, but this was ultimately not incorporated              

into the study’s methodology as there were a far greater number of benefits to conducting               

semi-structured interviews, particularly within the Qatari social and cultural context. Future           

research may also consider the impact of gender and nationalism by taking into consideration              

certain lurking independent variables which may have affected the above results; it is difficult to               

discern whether the responses indicating a loosening of gendered cultural and social norms have              

come as a result of the blockade and the impetus it has brought for change, or if these changes in                    

gendered dynamics can be attributed to an increasing inclination towards women’s rights and             

equality which have cyclically come in and out of news and social media cycles in Qatar. 

Additionally, it would be useful to attempt to replicate the results of this research with a                

larger sample size, as the intended sample size for this project was between 40-50 participants               

when the project first began in 2018. However, due to the global spread of COVID-19 and the                 

impact it has had on my ability to conduct interviews in person (as well as its overall impact on                   

drastically lowering the productivity and lengthening the response times of participants in            

providing their answers), the overall number of participants has been reduced to about half of its                

intended size and has only allowed the collection of 18 subject interviews. 
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Appendix 

1.1 Sample prompts and questions used during the semi-structured interviews 

 

“Hi, my name is Ameena Almeer, I’m a student at Georgetown University in Qatar and I’m 

conducting some research on Qatar and the blockade and I’d appreciate a few minutes of your 

time to ask some questions. 

 

● Tell me about yourself (gender, age, etc.) 

● Why are you attending this event today? 

● How important is your identity as a Qatari? Has that changed since the blockade? 

● Do you have extended family in Saudi Arabia/UAE/Bahrain? 

● Tell me whether your identity as a Qatari has changed since the blockade.  

● Do you feel greater loyalty towards Qatar after the blockade? 

● After the blockade, do you feel more connected to your Qatari identity than your wider 

familial ties? 

● How do you like to show your support for Qatar and the Emir after the blockade? 

● Do you consider the Emir as a symbol for the State of Qatar? 

● Why is it important to support the Emir after the blockade?” 

 



1.2  Images of Sheikh Tamim interacting with crows of observers attending the Qatar 

National Day Parade, 2019.  88

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

88 Al Thani, Tamim, Instagram story (December 18th, 2019), (تمیم بن حمد آل ثاني (@tamim) 

https://www.instagram.com/tamim/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/tamim/?hl=en


1.3 Humorous cultural depictions created by Qatari youth which use common Qatari 

nationalist motifs that have become popularized since the blockade, including the English 

translation of the song شومي له 

 

 

 

 


